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A wind-wave model for Lake Pontchartrain has been developed.  This model uses the probability 
data obtained from the frequency analysis of wind information from the four weather monitoring 
stations in Lake Pontchartrain. For any given season and any given location, this model generates 
statistical results of wave heights, wave periods and long-shore sediment transport in 10 degree 
directional bins along the shoreline of the Lake. This model can be used as an effective tool for 





  A wave is a way in which energy travels from one place to another. There are 
many kinds of waves, such as water waves, sound waves, light waves, radio waves, microwaves 
and earthquake waves. All waves have a few things in common. 
 
The highest point the waves reach is called the crest. The lowest point is called the 
trough. The distance from one crest to the next is the wave length. The number of waves that 
pass a given point in one second is the wave's frequency. 
 
Of all the various types of fluid wave motion that occur in nature, surface water waves 
are not only the most easily observed but of great scientific importance. This is because of their 
impact on coastal and offshore structures and ship dynamics, their implication for sediment 
transport and coastal morphology and their overall effect on the energy and momentum exchange 
between the atmosphere and oceans. [Ref.1] 
 
When wind blows over the ocean's surface, it creates waves. Their size depends on how 
far, how fast and how long the wind blows. A brief, gentle breeze forms patches of tiny ripples 
on the surface called catspaws; strong, steady winds over long distances create large waves. But 




In the open sea, waves make floating boats bob up and down instead of pushing them 
along. This is because the waves travel through water, and do not take the water with them. As a 
wave arrives it lifts water particles. These travel forward, then down and back so that each 
particle completes a circle. Circling movements of particles near the surface set off smaller 
circling movements below them. 
1.1 Study Area Information  
 
                        Lake Pontchartrain and adjacent lakes in Louisiana form one of the larger 
estuaries in the Gulf Coast region. The estuary drains the Pontchartrain Basin (at right), an area 
of over 12,000 km2 situated on the eastern side of the Mississippi River delta plain. In Louisiana, 
nearly one-third of the State population lives within the 14 parishes of the basin. [Ref. 2] 
 
Over the past 60 to 100 years, rapid growth and development within the basin, along with natural 
processes, have resulted in significant environmental degradation and loss of critical habitat in 
and around Lake Pontchartrain. Human activities associated with pollutant discharge and surface 
drainage have greatly affected the water quality in the lake. This change is evident in the bottom 
sediments, which record the historic health of the lake. Also, land-altering activities such as 
logging, dredging, and flood control in and around the lake, lead to shoreline erosion and loss of 
wetlands. The effects of pollution, shoreline erosion and wetland loss on the lake and 





Figure 1.1: Overview of Lake Pontchartrain [Ref. 3]  
 
 






The Lake Pontchartrain is located north of New Orleans in southeastern Louisiana, USA 
as shown in figure. This complex estuarine ecosystem consists of three main waterbodies that are 
interconnected by narrow passes, numerous freshwater rivers, as well as shipping canals, 
outfalls, and surrounding marshes and wetlands. The basin is in a shallow depression lying 
etween the alluvial ridge of the Mississippi River to the west, sloping uplands to the north, the 
Pearl River Basin to the east, and Mississippi Sound to the south (US Army Corps of Engineers 
SACE), 1982).  
1.2 Motivation for Research 
      
ant to estimate the sediment transport along the shore line of Lake 









tchartrain. It will be of great help to predict the wave heights, wave periods at any given
 at any given point on Lake Pontchartrain for sediment budgeting and renourishment  of any 
 
1.3 Objectives of Study 
 
The following are the objectives of this Thesis: 
• Seasonal frequency analysis of meteorological records for the last ten years of Lake 
Pontchartrain from the four Wind Stations i.e. Mid Lake, East Lake, West Lake and 
Mandeville. 
• Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Temperature data of Lake Pontchartrain. 
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• To develop a model for the calculation of sediment transport, wave heights, wave periods 
 
1.4 General Methodology 
 
An 
1. are collected from the four wind stations and reviewed to gain an 
2. The collected data from the wind stations were in WordPad format. This was converted 
into Excel form and the missing data were identified and deleted.  
3. The data were split into three month intervals at each wind station. 
4. Probability Tables were prepared for all the three month intervals of all the stations and 
Wind Roses were plotted. 
5. Quality Assurance and Quality Control of the temperature data was carried out and the 
data were analyzed. 
6. Variations in temperature of air and water were analyzed for the three month intervals of 
all the stations. 
7. A model was developed to calculate the sediment transport, wave heights and wave 
periods along the shore line of Lake Pontchartrain for any given season of the year. 
along the shore line of Lake Pontchartrain for any given season of the year. 
overview of the procedure followed to accomplish the objectives is outlined below: 
The wind data 
understanding of the data and to complete a Quality Assurance and Quality Control on 
the data collected. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A Wave that can be described in simple mathematical terms is called a simple wave. 
Waves that are comprised of several components and are difficult to describe in form or motion 
are termed as wave trains or complex waves. Sinusoidal or monochromatic waves are examples 
of simple waves, since their surface profile can be described by a sine or cosine function. A wave 
is periodic if its motion and surface profile recur in equal intervals of time termed the Wave 
Period. A Wave form that moves horizontally relative to a fixed point is called a Progressive 
Wave and the direction in which it moves is termed the direction of wave propagation. A 
progressive wave is called wave of permanent form if it propagates without experiencing any 
change in shape. Water waves are considered oscillatory if the motion described by the water 
particles is in the form of circular orbits that are closed or nearly closed for each wave period. 
Waves defined by finite amplitude wave theories are not pure oscillatory waves but still periodic 
since the fluid is moved in the direction of wave advance by each successive wave. This motion 
is termed Mass Transport of the waves. When the water particles advance with the wave and do 
not return to their original position, the wave is called a Wave of Translation or Translatory 
wave. [Ref. 4] 
 
2.1 Types of Waves 
 
 There are two types of water waves that civil engineers encounter. They are Oscillatory 
Waves – There is no net transport of fluid. They travel in closed orbits. E.g. Sea Waves.
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1. Translatory Waves –Net transport of fluid takes place. e.g. Flood Waves and waves in the 
surf zone.  
Waves are also classified by the dominant forces that influence their formation or movement. 
These forces can be restorative forces or driving forces. Some of these waves are: Tides 
• Wind Waves 
• Gravity Waves 
• Capillary Waves 
• Boat Waves 
• Internal Waves 
• Sieches 
• Elastic Waves 
 
2.2 Linear Wave Theory  
 
Linear Wave theory applies to waves that are generally small in amplitude, sinusoidal in 
shape, symmetrical about the mean water level and travel with a constant speed. This theory is 
valid over a limited range of relative depths and wave steepnesses [Ref.4, 7]. Assumptions made 
in Linear Wave Theory are: 
• The fluid is homogeneous and incompressible, so the density is constant. 
• Surface Tension can be neglected. 
• Coriolis effect due to the earth’s rotation can be neglected. 
• Pressure at the free surface is uniform and constant. 
• The fluid is ideal. 
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• The Particular wave being considered does not interact with any other Water motions. 
The flow is irrotational so that water particles do not rotate. 
• The bed is a horizontal, fixed, impermeable boundary, which implies that the vertical 
velocity at the bed is zero.  
• The Wave amplitude is small and the waveform is invariant in time and space. 
• Waves are plane or long-crested. 
 
2.3 Non Linear Wave Theory 
 
 The Linear Wave Theory provides a first approximation to the wave motion. Ocean 
waves are not small in amplitude. In fact from an engineering point of view, it is usually the 
large waves that are of interest since they result in the largest forces and the greatest sediment 
movement. In order to approach the complete solution of waves closely many successive 
approximations were used to develop the Linear Wave Theory. The extended theories also 
describe the phenomenon such as mass transport where there is a small net forward movement of 
the water during the passage of waves. These extended solutions for gravity waves are called  
Non Linear Wave theories. [Ref. 4] 
Development of Non Linear Wave Theories has evolved for a better description of 
surface gravity waves. These include Cnoidal, Solitary and Stokes Theories.  
 
2.4 Lake Pontchartrain Geologic Framework 
 
The geologic framework is an assessment of how the sediments were deposited in the 
area during the geologic past. The sedimentary layers below the lake bottom were imaged using 
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a radar-like device called high-resolution seismic profiling. Sidescan-sonar images of the lake 
floor also were collected. These images are similar to aerial photographs of the land. Sediment 
samples were collected to analyze their composition and determine how they were deposited. 
 
An evolutionary model (A-E, at right) for the Lake Pontchartrain area was developed 
using seismic and sedimentological data. Following the late Wisconsin sea-level lowstand 
(~18,000 years ago), sea level rose and flooded the area (A-B). By 6,000 years ago, sea-level rise 
slowed, and longshore transport developed a barrier-beach system (B). As sea level continued to 
rise, the barrier system was bypassed, forming the Pine Island Barrier trend, while flooding 
created the Pontchartrain Basin embayment (C). By 4,500 years ago, the Mississippi River 
moved into the area and began depositing the St.Bernard Delta lobe enclosing the embayment 
(D). Modern stabilization and subsidence of the delta lobe began by 2,000 years ago, developing 
Lakes Maurepas, Pontchartrain, and Borgne, and creating the land surface seen today. [Ref.6] 
 
18,000yearsago           6,000yearsag                                   5,000yearsag 
                                                 
500-2,000yearsago                       Present day  
                                                    




2.5 Wave Prediction   
 
Waves generated by a wind depend on a number of factors such as, effective wind speed 
Va, wind direction, available fetch (Distance over which wind blows) F, water depth d, 
atmospheric stability Rt, and wind duration td. A given wind condition generates a spectrum of 
waves, with the dominant wave energy at a particular wave height Hs, and period Tm. Often it is 
assumed that the dominant wave height is approximately the average of the highest 1/3 of all the 
waves. The Shore Protection Manual (SPM) uses the spectral significant wave height Hs with the 
Tm being the significant wave period for the maximum spectral energy. [Ref.4] 
 
The SPM provides a comprehensive wave prediction procedure for Hs and Tm based on 
dimensionless charts. The charts use the functions which are in the form of  
g Hs / VA 2 = f( FΦ F’F)             -------- (2.1) 
and g Tm / VA = F (Fd, F’F)               -------- (2.2) 
where Fd = Depth number = g d / VA 2                  -------- (2.3) 
           F’F = Fetch Number = g F’ / VA 2                -------- (2.4) 
           F’ = Effective Fetch = minimum (Fa, F’td=duration limited) 
 
The relation between td and F’ for deep water condition is  
          g td / VA = 68.8 (g F’ /VA 2) 2/3                  -------- (2.5) 
and for shallow water is 




The wind speed that is used is the corrected for water to land effects (RWL), atmospheric stability 
(RT) and for the effective wind shear. This is given as 
VA = 0.589 (VOL RWL RT) 1.23 in ft/sec or 




 Setup is the increase in water depth due to wind shear. An empirical formula which is 
used to calculate this is given by [Ref.4] 
Z sup(ft) = F’(miles) V(mph)2 / [1400 d (ft)]             -------- (2.8) 
2.5.2 Sediment Transport 
 
 
 Sediment Transport is the transport of sand in the littoral zone which extends from the 
beach to the edge of the region where wave energy is sufficient to entrain and transport the bed 
material. The Transport in this zone may be onshore-offshore and/or longshore. Longshore refers 
to transport or currents that are parallel to the shoreline. [Ref. 4]  
 
The energy to resuspend the bed sediment is attributed to the turbulent energy that is 
released when the waves break. The Longshore current to transport the resuspended sediment is 
mainly caused by the excess momentum in the waves at the time of breaking plus the general 
lake or sea circulation. The total excess momentum can be resolved into onshore and longshore 
components. The transport can be due to diffraction as well as refraction of waves.  The onshore 
component results in a wave setup on the beach and provides the force that causes rip-currents to 
develop. Shoaling of waves as they approach the breaker limit tend to have mainly translatory 
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onshore motion, the rip current balances the flow by returning the flow to the offshore region. 
These currents may transport sediment offshore. In addition, bottom current seaward of the 
breaker zone may also result in offshore movement of the resuspended sediment. [Ref.4] 
2.5.3 Longshore Transport Prediction 
 
 Longshore Transport may be expressed in terms of mass per unit time (I ls) or bulk 
volume per unit time (Q ls).  [Ref.4] Therefore,  
   I ls = Q ls (γ s – γ) (1 – porosity)          -------- (2.9) 
Longshore Transport can also be estimated by assuming that it is proportional to the longshore 
component of the wave energy flux or power (P ls) which is taken at the surf zone. It can be 
stated that wave energy flux per unit length of the wave crest is  
   (E b C gb) = {r g H b 2/8} {g db} ½        -------- (2.10)
Based on the projected beach length and the longshore component we get 
P ls = (E b C gb) Cos α b Sin α b 
          = {r g H b 2/8} {g H b/Kb} ½ Cos α b Sin α b              -------- (2.11) 
where Kb = 0.78 for flat beach. 
Therefore,   I ls = K {ρ g H b 5/2/16} {g/Kb} ½ Sin 2α b        -------- (2.12) 
  Q ls = K P ls   / {(γ s-γ) (1-porosity)} 
                  = K {ρ g H b 5/2/16} {g /K b} ½ Sin 2α / [(γ s-γ)(1-porosity)] ---(2.13) 
 
The SPM gives an approximation of the equation as 
 Q ls = K y H o 5/2 (Cos α ω) ¼ Sin 2 α ω          -------- (2.14) 
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where K y = 1.37 * 10 5 for Q ls expressed in cubic yards per year. The SPM formula estimates 
the annual rate of transport as if the Ho value persisted for a whole year from a specified 
direction α 0. It is common to use a wind rose to describe the wind directional distribution by a 
wind rose. A wind rose separates the wind into classes or bins of direction and speed with an 
assigned probability of occurrence associated with each class. Therefore, the net annual transport 
is then given by  
 Q ls net = K y Σi Σj {H oj 5/2 (Cos α oi) ¼ Sin 2 α oi} f ij       -------- (2.15) 
where (α oi) = +ve if movement of littoral material is to the right 
            (α oi) = -ve if movement of littoral material is to the left 
              f ij  =  probability of occurrence for the class i,j  
 
The gross transport is calculated by adding the absolute movements to the right and left. 












3.1 General Methodology 
 
The objective of the study is to generate statistical results of wave heights, wave periods 
and long-shore sediment transport in 10 degree directional bins along the shoreline of the Lake 
Pontchartrain for any given season and any given location. To achieve this objective the 
following methodology has been followed. 
 
 
Quality Assurance and Quality control of wind records of four weather stations of 
Lake Pontchartrain using Microsoft EXCEL 
Frequency Analysis of Wind records using Microsoft EXCEL 
Quality Assurance and Quality control of Temperature records of Lake 
Pontchartrain using Microsoft EXCEL 
Bathymetry Analysis of Lake Pontchartrain using Tec Plot 










Figure 3.1: General Methodology
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3.2 Wind Roses for Lake Pontchartrain: 
                                Wave Data of Lake Pontchartrain for the last 10 years i.e. from 1993 to 2002 
are analyzed in this study. Wave Data have been collected from Mandeville, East Lake, West 
Lake, and Mid Lake stations of Lake Pontchartrain. Wave Data recorded in these stations are at 
an interval of 1 hour. Data included Time (in the format of year, month, day, hour, minute), 
Temperature of air, dew point, water, 1-hr precipitation, wind direction, wind speed, peak gust, 
visibility, water level. All the data were presented in ASCII format which were opened with 
word pad. The format is shown in the Table 3.1.  
 
Table 3.1: Format of the Data Available in Initial Stage 
Station: EALL1 
Date:  1 Jan 1993 - 31 Dec 1996 
   CST      Temperatures(øF)  1-hr     Wind Data    Peak  Pressure Vsblty Level 
YYMMDDHHmm   Ta    Td    Tw   Prec      Dir  kts    Gust    (mb)    (mi)   (ft) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9301010010     53   -99    59    0.00       29       5       8    -99.9   -99.9    0.05 
9301010110     53   -99    59    0.00       50       5       9    -99.9   -99.9    0.01 
9301010210     54   -99    59    0.00       32       1       8    -99.9   -99.9   -0.01 
9301010310     54   -99    59    0.00       36       2       5    -99.9   -99.9   -0.04 
9301010410     55   -99    59    0.00      360       3      6    -99.9   -99.9   -0.11 
93010105                -99   -99   -99   -9.99      -99   -99   -99    -99.9   -99.9   -9.99 
93010106                -99   -99   -99   -9.99      -99   -99    -99   -99.9   -99.9   -9.99 




9301010810       56   -99    59    0.00       55     12      13    -99.9   -99.9   -0.28 
9301011010     58   -99    59    0.00       26       9      14    -99.9   -99.9   -0.23 
9301011110     59   -99    59    0.00       33       9      13    -99.9   -99.9   -0.05 
9301011210     61   -99    60    0.00       32       5      14    -99.9   -99.9     0.01 
93010113                -99   -99   -99   -9.99     -99   -99     -99    -99.9   -99.9   -9.99 
93010114                -99   -99   -99   -9.99     -99   -99     -99    -99.9   -99.9   -9.99 
9301011510     62   -99    61    0.00 3A 41      5      11    -99.9   -99.9    0.02 
9301011610    62   -99    60    0.00       11       5      10    -99.9   -99.9    0.12 
9301011710     61   -99    60    0.00       21       8      11    -99.9   -99.9    0.16 
9301011810     59   -99    59    0.00        8        5      10    -99.9   -99.9    0.15 
9301011910     57   -99    59    0.00        1        6        8    -99.9   -99.9    0.21 
9301012010     55   -99    59    0.00      19        6      10    -99.9   -99.9    0.27 
9301012110     54   -99    59    0.00        2        4      11    -99.9   -99.9    0.25 
9301012210    54   -99    59    0.00      43        6      11    -99.9   -99.9    0.21 
9301012310     52   -99    59    0.00      48        7      10    -99.9   -99.9    0.21 
9301020010     52   -99    59    0.00      30        8      10    -99.9   -99.9    0.21 
9301020110     50   -99    59    0.00      19        4        9    -99.9   -99.9    0.19 
9301020210     49   -99    59    0.00    359        3        7    -99.9   -99.9    0.13 
9301020310     49   -99    58    0.00      28        3        6    -99.9   -99.9    0.09 
9301020410     47   -99    58    0.00    359        4        7    -99.9   -99.9    0.03 
9301020510     47   -99    58    0.00      19        4        6    -99.9   -99.9   -0.04 
9301020610     47   -99    58    0.00      36        6        8    -99.9   -99.9   -0.12 
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  Data present in each file was for 1 year. The interest was to prepare Wind Roses for 3 
month seasonal intervals. So, these files were split up into 3 month interval files using the Time 
present in the data. All this data was then transformed into Excel sheets for further calculations. 
Study interest was mainly in preparing the wind roses with the available data. So, from these 
Excel sheets all the data except the wind direction and wind speed were deleted to prepare wind 
roses. If no data are recorded then by default -99 will be entered. These data have to be omitted. 
Wind Speed given was in Knots and this is converted into m/sec.  
To prepare Wind Roses, the probability of a wind in a particular direction and its speed 
has to be known. For this, 36 Bins were constructed starting from 5-15 to 355-5 degrees. IF 
statements were used such that, the cell containing the wind direction is read and the wind speed 
falls in to the corresponding bin. A typical sheet looks as shown in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2: Format of the Excel Sheet for Analysis of the Wind Data 
Jan-






m/sec 5-15 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-55 
29 5 2.572   2.572   
50 5 2.572     2.572 
32 1 0.5144   0.5144   
36 2 1.0288    1.0288  
360 3 1.5432      




55 12 6.1728      
26 9 4.6296   4.6296   
33 9 4.6296   4.6296   
32 5 2.572   2.572   
41 5 2.572    2.572  
11 5 2.572 2.572     
21 8 4.1152  4.1152    
8 5 2.572 2.572     
 
Then using the COUNTIF statements, in each bin the wind speed is categorized into 
various wind speed ranges and the number of observations in a particular bin and within a 
particular wind speed range is calculated. The table looks as shown in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3: Format of the Excel Sheet for Magnitude Bins 
Average 5-15 15-25 25-35 35-45 45-55 55-65 65-75 
0 m/s 1 0 2 0 4 1 4 
1 m/s 14 13 5 12 4 12 5 
3 m/s 48 43 27 28 40 25 22 
5 m/s 24 9 20 28 26 30 18 
7 m/s 3 3 2 4 6 8 9 
9 m/s 0 0 1 1 1 3 6 
>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Sum 90 68 57 73 81 79 65 
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Then the probability of a wind in a particular direction within a particular speed range is 
calculated by dividing the each cell in the Table 3 by total number of observations in that 
particular 3 month time period as indicated in Table3. 4.  
 
Table 3.4: Format of the Excel Sheet for Probability Values 
Magnitude 0 10 20 30 40 50 
0 m/s 0.000961 0.000481 0 0.000961 0 0.001922 
0-2 m/s 0.015858 0.006728 0.006247 0.002403 0.005766 0.001922 
2-4 m/s 0.041326 0.023066 0.020663 0.012975 0.013455 0.019222 
4-6 m/s 0.022105 0.011533 0.004325 0.009611 0.013455 0.012494 
6-8 m/s 0.003844 0.001442 0.001442 0.000961 0.001922 0.002883 
8-10 m/s 0.000481 0 0 0.000481 0.000481 0.000481 
>10 m/s 0.000481 0 0 0 0 0 
Sum 0.085055 0.043248 0.032677 0.027391 0.035079 0.038924 
 
A template was prepared and all the data available for all the stations was used and 
probability tables were prepared for all the stations for a 3 month interval time period. Then, with 
these probability tables, average probability for all the 10 years was calculated, i.e. For a Jan- 
Mar time interval an average probability table was calculated by placing all the probability tables 
in a separate file and finding the average of these tables . Table 3.5 shows the Final Average 





Table 3.5: Format of the Excel Sheet for the Average Probability Values 
Average 0 10 20 30 40 50 
0 m/s 0.011942 0.001522 0.001147 0.001633 0.001354 0.002296 
1 m/s 0.019165 0.004876 0.004122 0.00425 0.004005 0.003597 
3 m/s 0.026538 0.012369 0.011805 0.012298 0.012689 0.012149 
5 m/s 0.013743 0.004921 0.004877 0.008624 0.009814 0.006926 
7 m/s 0.001921 0.000421 0.000898 0.001682 0.001481 0.001895 
9 m/s 0.000322 0 5.56E-05 0.000212 0.000311 0.00068 
>10 m/s 0.000105 0 0 5.14E-05 0.000154 0.00026 
Sum 0.073736 0.024109 0.022905 0.028751 0.029807 0.027803 
 
Similarly Average Probability tables for April-June, July-September, and October-December 
were prepared for Mandeville, Mid Lake, and West Lake stations.  
 
3.1.1 Wind Roses: 
 
                       Using the prepared Average Probability Tables, Wind Roses were prepared by 
plotting them using Radar Chart type. The Wind Rose for January-March of East Lake is given 





























































Figure 3.2: Wind Rose for the Season of January-March of EastLake Wind Station 
Similarly Wind Roses were prepared for April-June, July-September, and October-December 












3.2 QAQC – Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Temperature 
data of Lake Pontchartrain: 
                   
 In order to analyze the given data, Validation of the data has to be carried out first. 
Several filters were kept in for verifying the data. If the data is not recorded then by default -99 
will be recorded. This data has to be taken care of. The temperature of air for Lake Pontchartrain 
will never go below 00 F and will never go above 1000 F in any extreme conditions. But the 
given data had several values of temperature of air which were less than 00 F and greater than 
1000 F. So, a filter had to be kept in the form of IF statement to reject those values.  
 
                    Another abnormality was also observed in the data. The temperature of air was in 1 
hour intervals. Several times a huge difference in temperatures of air was observed between two 
intervals. Sometimes the difference in the temperature of air for 2 consecutive hours was as large 
as 400 F, which is unlikely. The maximum difference in the temperature of air for 2 consecutive 
hours was set at 150 F. A new filter was introduced to identify and remove these anomalies. 
Running Average was taken for the previous 24 records i.e. 24 one hour intervals. Even in this 
running average, if the records were not valid then there will be a huge difference in the running 
average if there are incorrect records. To count the valid number of records a new column was 
created by the variable name “FLAG”. This column has an IF statement which results in 
counting the number of records of valid data only. The running average was calculated by 
summing up the previous 24 records and dividing by the sum of 24 previous records in the 




                 There were some instances where the running average was zero because of incorrect 
data which were screened using the previous filter. The valid temperature of air was taken as 
only those data in which the running average was not zero and the absolute difference in new 
temperature of air and the running average is less than 150 F. The Excel sheet is in the form 
shown in Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6: Format of the Excel Sheet for Analyzing Temperature of Air 
East 
Lake  Jan- Mar93   15 
       
Hours Date ta  new ta Flag 
Running 
Avg. Valid ta 
1 9301010010 53 53 1   
2 9301010110 53 53 1   
3 9301010210 54 54 1   
4 9301010310 54 54 1   
5 9301010410 55 55 1   
6 93010105 -99 0 0   
7 93010106 -99 0 0   
8 93010107 -99 0 0   
9 9301010810 56 56 1   
10 9301010910 56 56 1   
11 9301011010 58 58 1   
12 9301011110 59 59 1   
13 9301011210 61 61 1   





15 93010114 -99 0 0   
16 9301011510 62 62 1   
17 9301011610 62 62 1   
18 9301011710 61 61 1   
19 9301011810 59 59 1   
20 9301011910 57 57 1   
21 9301012010 55 55 1   
22 9301012110 54 54 1   
23 9301012210 54 54 1   
24 9301012310 52 52 1   
25 9301020010 52 52 1 56.57894737 52 
26 9301020110 50 50 1 56.52631579 50 
27 9301020210 49 49 1 56.36842105 49 
28 9301020310 49 49 1 56.10526316 49 
29 9301020410 47 47 1 55.84210526 47 
30 9301020510 47 47 1 55.42105263 47 
31 9301020610 47 47 1 55 47 
32 9301020710 46 46 1 54.61904762 46 
33 9301020810 47 47 1 54.22727273 47 
34 9301020910 51 51 1 53.81818182 51 
35 9301021010 54 54 1 53.59090909 54 
36 9301021110 62 62 1 53.40909091 62 
37 9301021210 61 61 1 53.54545455 61 
 
Similarly, the temperature of water has to be validated using several filters. If the data are not 
recorded then by default -99 is reported. These data have to be removed. The temperature of 
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water for Lake Pontchartrain does not go below 320 F nor above 1000 F in any extreme condition. 
The given data had several values of temperature of water which were less than 320 F and greater 
than 1000 F. So, a filter had to be kept in the form of IF statement to rejectt those values.  
 
                                   Another abnormality was also observed in the given data. The given 
temperature of water was in 1 hour intervals. But several times a huge difference in temperatures 
of water was observed between two intervals. Sometimes the difference in the temperature of 
water for 2 consecutive hours was as large as 300 F, which is never possible. But the difference in 
the temperature of water for 2 consecutive hours can never be greater than 70 F. So, a new filter 
has to be put in to eliminate such records. Running Average was taken for the previous 24 
records i.e. 24 hour intervals. But even in this running average if the records were not valid then 
there will be a huge difference in the running average as the incorrect records has the data which 
were zero. So, in order to count this valid number of records a new column has been created by 
variable name “FLAG”. This column has an IF statement which results in counting the number 
of records of valid data. So, running average was calculated by summing up the previous 24 
records and dividing by the sum of 24 previous records in FLAG column.  
 
                                    There were some instances where the running average was zero because of 
incorrect data which was screened using the previous filter. So, these data were to be eliminated 
when finding the valid temperature. The valid temperature of water was considered using only 
those data in which the running average was not zero and the absolute difference in new 
temperature of water and the running average is less than 70 F. The Excel sheet looks is shown in 




Table 3.7: Format of the Excel Sheet for Analyzing Temperature of Air and Water 
East 
Lake Jan- Mar93                 









1 9301010010 53 53 1     59 59 1 
2 9301010110 53 53 1     59 59 1 
3 9301010210 54 54 1     59 59 1 
4 9301010310 54 54 1     59 59 1 
5 9301010410 55 55 1     59 59 1 
6 93010105 -99 0 0     -99 0 0 
7 93010106 -99 0 0     -99 0 0 
8 93010107 -99 0 0     -99 0 0 
9 9301010810 56 56 1     59 59 1 
10 9301010910 56 56 1     59 59 1 
11 9301011010 58 58 1     59 59 1 
12 9301011110 59 59 1     59 59 1 
13 9301011210 61 61 1     60 60 1 
14 93010113 -99 0 0     -99 0 0 
15 93010114 -99 0 0     -99 0 0 
16 9301011510 62 62 1     61 61 1 
17 9301011610 62 62 1     60 60 1 
18 9301011710 61 61 1     60 60 1 
19 9301011810 59 59 1     59 59 1 
20 9301011910 57 57 1     59 59 1 
21 9301012010 55 55 1     59 59 1 
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 (Table Contd.) 
23 9301012210 54 54 1     59 59 1 
24 9301012310 52 52 1     59 59 1 
25 9301020010 52 52 1 56.57894737 52 59 59 1 
26 9301020110 50 50 1 56.52631579 50 59 59 1 
27 9301020210 49 49 1 56.36842105 49 59 59 1 
28 9301020310 49 49 1 56.10526316 49 58 58 1 
29 9301020410 47 47 1 55.84210526 47 58 58 1 
30 9301020510 47 47 1 55.42105263 47 58 58 1 
31 9301020610 47 47 1 55 47 58 58 1 
32 9301020710 46 46 1 54.61904762 46 58 58 1 
33 9301020810 47 47 1 54.22727273 47 58 58 1 
34 9301020910 51 51 1 53.81818182 51 58 58 1 
35 9301021010 54 54 1 53.59090909 54 58 58 1 
36 9301021110 62 62 1 53.40909091 62 58 58 1 
37 9301021210 61 61 1 53.54545455 61 58 58 1 
38 9301021310 67 67 1 53.54545455 67 59 59 1 
39 9301021410 66 66 1 54.13043478 66 59 59 1 
40 9301021510 64 64 1 54.625 64 59 59 1 
 
The difference in temperature of air and water at each hour interval is calculated by using an IF 
condition, calculating the difference in temperature of air and water only if the Valid ta and 
Valid tw are not zero. The average of the difference in temperature of air and water is then 
calculated for the data of 3 month hourly interval. The maximum difference in temperature of air 
and water, and the minimum difference in temperature of air and water are also calculated. Now, 
the excel sheet is shown in Table 8. 
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Table 3.8: Template of Excel Sheet Giving the Average Difference between Temperature of      
Air and Water for Three Month Time Period. 
2144 9303310710 69 69 1 71.95833 69 68 68 1 
2145 9303310810 74 74 1 71.91667 74 68 68 1 
2146 9303310910 73 73 1 72.04167 73 68 68 1 
2147 9303311010 74 74 1 72.12500 74 68 68 1 
2148 9303311110 76 76 1 72.08333 76 68 68 1 
2149 9303311210 77 77 1 72.12500 77 68 68 1 
2150 9303311310 79 79 1 72.20833 79 68 68 1 
2151 9303311410 79 79 1 72.37500 79 68 68 1 
2152 9303311510 77 77 1 72.50000 77 68 68 1 
2153 9303311610 77 77 1 72.58333 77 68 68 1 
2154 9303311710 75 75 1 72.66667 75 68 68 1 
2155 9303311810 71 71 1 72.70833 71 68 68 1 
2156 9303311910 70 70 1 72.62500 70 68 68 1 
2157 9303312010 70 70 1 72.50000 70 68 68 1 
2158 9303312110 68 68 1 72.37500 68 69 69 1 
2159 9303312210 66 66 1 72.25000 66 69 69 1 
2160 9303312310 63 63 1 72.04167 63 69 69 1 
Avg. ta-
tw -1.66375                 
 
 
A graph has been plotted with the valid data for the temperature of air and water. The graph 
between the temperature of air and water with the valid data for January-March 1993 of East 

































Figure 3.3: Variation in Temperature of Air and Water 
ly validation of the data has been carried out for 3 month intervals of East Lake, West 
Lake, Mid Lake and Mandeville for the last 10 years and the difference in temperature of air and 
water has been analyzed. It is observed tha
fluctuations than for air.  
3  Calculation 
Average temperature gradient of air and water is calculated for each season at all the 
wind stations. From this temperature gradient, value of RT is calculated by using the equations  
RT = 1+0.21*(Abs (ta-tw)/20) ^0.22        if (ta-tw) <0                                                   -------- (3.1) 
RT = 1-0.21*(Abs (ta-tw)/20) ^0.22         if (ta-tw) >=0                                                -------- (3.2) 
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If the temperature gradient of air and water is zero, neutral atmospheric stability prevails. 
If the temperature gradient (ta-tw) is negative the atmosphere is unstable and if the temperature 
radient is positive, the atmosphere is stable. 
3.4 Bathymetry Analysis 
 Along the shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain 248 convenient points have been chosen and 
 the Figure 3.4. The base map contained the lake bathymetry. A 
circle was drawn with each point as the center and 30 circumferential and 36 radial points as 
. The radius for each circle where the water meets the opposite shoreline 
was taken as the Fetch. Then using the longitude and latitude values, an array of fetches were 
calculated for each selected point along the shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain using Tecplot. The 
output was written to a data file which contains the identification of the point along the shoreline 











created in TecPlot as shown in


































































Figure 3.5: Bathymetry Analysis on Lake Pontchartrain using Tecplot
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3.4 Shore Angles 
  
Shore Angles at each of the 248 points was found out manually using a large layout of 
Lake Pontchartrain and Protractor. A tangent is drawn at each point and the angle between the 
tangent and the North is measured to be as Shore Angle. 
3.5 FORTRAN Code:  
 
A FORTRAN code has to be written such that given any point or stretch along the 
shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain and season of interest, the Longshore Transport, Significant 
















4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
 
A FORTRAN code has to be written such that given any point or stretch along the 
shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain and any season of interest, to calculate the Longshore Transport, 
Significant Wave Heights, and Wave Periods. An existing subroutine written by Dr. Alex 
McCorquodale [Ref.10] has been modified to achieve the desired objective. 
The shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain has been divided into 248 convenient points (Figure 
3.4) as explained earlier in Bathymetry Analysis to find the Longshore Transport. First, Using 
TecPlot these 248 points are created along the shoreline with 30 circumferential and 36 radial 
points. Using interpolation of the depth values already available in a file in Tec plot, an output 
file was written which contains Longitude, Latitude and depth at that particular point. This file 
has been named as “Allpoints.dat”. The file looks as shown in the Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1: Format of the data obtained from Tecplot 
ZONE T="point 101" 
 I=30, J=36, K=1,F=POINT 
DT=(SINGLE SINGLE SINGLE ) 
 -9.010597992E+001 3.036551476E+001 2.962414026E-001 
 -9.009156799E+001 3.036551476E+001 2.825572789E-001 
 -9.007714844E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.992895305E-001 




-9.001948547E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -9.000507355E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.999065399E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.997624207E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.996182251E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.994741058E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.993299103E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.993299004E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.993298964E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 -8.993297325E+001 3.036551476E+001 1.500000060E-001 
 
4.1 Input File Preparation 
 
A FORTRAN program was written to create input files for the main program. These 
input files contained the average depth in meters, fetch in meters, local depth in meters, 
Longitude and Latitude of each of the 248 points. A Fortran Code named Depth.for (Appendix-
B) was written. This program makes use of the “Allpoints.dat” file as the input file. It provides 
the output in the form of three different files namely “Averagedepth.out”, “Localdepth.out”, 
“Lonlat.out”.  The “Averagedepth.out” file contains the identification number of the point, 
Average depth in meters, Fetch in meters. This file contains the data for all the 248 points along 





Table 4.2: Format of the Data Obtained from TecPlot for Average Depth and Fetch 
Point =           1 
 Avg.depth (m)    Fetch (m)     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207       2198.214     
  0.2231207      0.0000000E+00 
  0.2231207      0.0000000E+00 
  0.2320220       4396.427     
  0.2320220       4396.427     
  0.4743700       3807.418     
  0.7209956       7290.650     
   1.525468       14581.30     
 
The “Lonlat.out” data file contains the longitude and latitude of each of the 248 points 






Table 4.3: Format of the Longitude and Latitude Values Obtained from Tecplot  
          1 
 -90.105980 
  30.365515 
           2 
 -90.115051 
  30.365854 
          3 
 -90.120476 
  30.365080          
          4 
 -90.125122 
  30.365854 
           5 
 -90.133636 
  30.368948 
           6 
 -90.139839 
  30.370495 
           7 
 -90.146805 




The “Localdepth.out” data file contains the local depth at each of the 248 points along the shore 
line of Lake Pontchartrain. The format of the file looks as shown in the Table 4.4. 
 
  Table 4.4: Format of the Local Depth Data obtained from Tecplot 
    1.524081     
   1.359284     
   1.667453     
   1.950822     
   1.480578     
   1.354136     
   1.889902     
   2.586766     
   3.986447     
   2.869398     
   1.453212     
   1.356735     
   0.9545116     
   0.7278137     
   0.2890330     
   1.022427     
   0.9896492     
   0.8565982   
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An input file for the main program has been created by writing another sub program 
called “Combined.for” (Appendix-C). The objective of this program is to create an output file 
which contains the identification number of the point, Shore angle at that point, Local depth at 
that point, Average depth at 36 radial positions of that point and Fetch for the 36 radial positions 
of each point. For this program the input files were “Angle_Localdepth.dat” which contains the 
data of the shore angle and local depth of all the 248 points and “Averagedepth.out” file which 
was an output file of the previous “Depth.for” program written earlier. The 
“Angle_Localdepth.dat” data file has the format shown in Table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.5: Format of the Input Data File containing Point, Shore Angle, Local depth 
101 93 0.296241  
102 94 1.436661  
103 90 1.596963  
104 110 1.580376  
105 110 1.128115  
106 110 0.885466  
107 110 1.184586  
108 112 1.127064  
109 113 1.353567  
110 90 1.540466  
The output file “Alldata.out” contains the identification number of the point, Shore angle 
at that point, Local depth at that point, Average depth at 36 radial positions of that point and 
Fetch for the 36 radial positions of each point and it looks as shown in the Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6: Format of the Input Data File containing Point, Shore angle, Local Depth, Average 
Depth at 36 Radial Points, and Fetch  
 
101.0000       93.00000      0.2962410     
0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 
0.2231207 0.2320220 0.2320220 0.4743700 0.7209956 1.5254680 2.3880589 3.2718720 
3.5801411 3.8779290 3.8508301 3.7623661 3.8055561 3.6784360 3.5772970 3.3153291 
3.1216569 2.4295521 2.4202421 1.8884660 1.2599829 0.4352220 0.2848382 0.2231207 
0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 0.2231207 
 
 2198.214  2198.214  2198.214  2198.214  2198.214  2198.214  2198.214     0.000     0.000  
4396.427  4396.427  3807.418  7290.650 14581.300 43019.969 34964.770 37369.691 38010.719 
39932.602 40053.430 39811.410 39261.410 40053.430 43577.969 40948.250 28576.801 
19538.160 17993.160 13902.730  3108.744  3108.744     0.000  2198.214  2198.214  2198.214     
0.000 
 
102.0000       94.00000       1.436661     
0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 0.7933305 
0.7933305 0.4880220 0.4880220 0.8403379 1.3670740 2.0604219 2.5113080 3.4362881 
3.6687119 3.8667951 3.9743021 3.8805361 3.8468809 3.7033041 3.4766490 3.2190480 
3.0590379 2.5444629 2.4266131 1.9151959 1.4613169 0.6761996 0.5465093 0.7933305 




 (Table Contd.) 
 2198.214     0.000  2198.214  2198.214     0.000  2198.214     0.000     0.000     0.000  4396.427  
4396.427  5815.927  8513.646 16302.390 44128.922 35851.828 38327.219 38952.512 
39384.301 39384.301 39199.828 38703.609 41066.090 44727.129 40533.129 24869.961 
18652.471 17027.289 12627.780 10073.480  4396.427     0.000     0.000     0.000     0.000     
0.000 
4.2 Algorithm for the model 
 
The model for simulation of wave heights, wave periods and potential longshore 
transport at any given stretch along the shore line and any season has to be developed. The 
following algorithm was designed to achieve the desired objective “wave.for” (Appendix-D) 
model has been developed.  
 




       Local depth, Shore angle, Fetch, Average depth of each point is stored in an array  
 
 
       Longitude and Latitude values of the four wind stations and the points along the  
       shore line of Lake Pontchartrain is stored in array 
 
        Application of Inverse Distance Method for Probability Values of Wind Stations  
 
              Subroutine for calculation of Wave Heights, Wave Periods and Potential Longshore         Transport 
 Figure 4.1: Algorithm for the Model 
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 The input files for “wave.for” model includes: (1) “Alldata.dat” data file which contains 
the identification number of the point along the shore line, Shore angle at that point, Local depth 
at that point, Average depth at 36 radial positions of that point and Fetch for the 36 radial 
positions of each point, (2) “LonLat.dat” data file which contains Longitude and Latitude of all 
the 248 points along the shore line and (3) “Stations.dat” data file which contains the Longitude 
and Latitude of the four wind stations.  
 
The “Stations.dat” has the following format for longitude and latitude of Mid Lake, East 
Lake, West Lake and Mandeville respectively. 
-90.140276 30.2014014 -89.7526989 30.1656897 -90.4228186 30.160436 -90.1171684 
30.3631545  
 
In the program for the input files of Probability values, East Lake is given the notation of 
“1” , West Lake of “2”, Mandeville of “3”, Mid Lake of “5”,and the seasons of Jan-Mar as “1”, 
April-June as “2”, July-Sep as “3”, Oct-Dec as “4”. So, for example the input file for the 
probability values of Mid Lake for Oct-Dec season is given the notation as “34.dat”.  
 
The difference in temperature of air and water for each season and each station which 
was found out in the temperature analysis was used to find average RT value for each season and 




This “wave.for” model when executed asks the user to input the season of interest and the 
area of study along the shore line of Lake Pontchartrain and gives the output in three separate 
files for Potential Longshore Transport, Wave Heights, and Wave Periods.  
4.3 Model Limitations 
 
 The model developed here is only one dimensional and steady state. But two dimensional 
waves were observed near the shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain. Two dimensional wave studies 
for Lake Pontchartrain are in progress now. Though the model uses non-linear wave theory to 
incorporate wave transformations such as shoaling and refraction, the basic wave generation 
formulae were based on linear wave theory. This theory is mainly applicable to deep water 
waves and Lake Pontchartrain being predominantly shallow the results are prone to some errors.  
The simulated wave heights, wave periods and potential longshore transport from the 
model are for each point along the shoreline. The exchange of sediment flux among these points 
is not simulated.  
Although, Lake Pontchartrain is connected to Gulf of Mexico, most of the tidal energy 
dissipates before reaching the lake. Therefore, the lake does not have a significant impact due to 





5.1 Probability Values and Wind Roses 
 
The Final Average Probability values for each season which were obtained after the 
Quality Assurance and Quality Control along with the frequency analysis for each wind stations 
are shown in tables D1 to D16 in Appendix-D. The graphical representation of the probability 
values for all seasons and at four Wind stations which is a Wind Rose, are shown in the Figures 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.16: Wind Rose for the Season of October-December of Mandeville Wind Station
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5.2 Temperature Analysis Results 
 
Due to high fluctuations in temperatures of air and water, RT value which is used for 
wave and sediment simulation in the model was calculated after obtaining the average 
temperature gradient of air and water for each season at each wind station. The seasonal variation 
in temperature gradient of air and water observed at each wind station is shown in Figures 5.17 












































































































































































































































Figure 5.20: Seasonal variation in Average Temperature Gradient of Air and Water for Mandeville Wind Station 
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5.3 Model Results  
 
The model was run for the Goose Point (as shown in Fig 5.21) on Lake Pontchartrain for 
the season of January – March. Graphical view of the simulations obtained for potential 



































































































































































































Figure 5.24: Wave Periods at Goose Point for the Season of January-March.
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6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
  This chapter discusses the validity of assumptions made in the model. This 
includes, among others, moderate atmospheric stability conditions and interpolated probability 
values of wind stations. If the temperature gradient of air and water is zero, neutral atmospheric 
stability prevails. If the temperature gradient (ta-tw) is negative the atmosphere is unstable and if 
the temperature gradient is positive, the atmosphere is stable.  
Atmospheric stability condition is accounted by the value of a correction factor, RT. RT is 
a function of temperature gradient, and is obtained by 
RT = 1+0.21*(Abs (ta-tw)/20) ^0.22        if (ta-tw) <0    ------------------------------------------- (6.1) 
RT = 1-0.21*(Abs (ta-tw)/20) ^0.22         if (ta-tw) >=0 -------------------------------------------- (6.2) 
Temperature gradient of air and water (ta-tw) were obtained from the Quality Assurance 
and Quality Control Analysis of the temperature records.  
Inverse Distance Method was used to interpolate probabilities from all the wind stations 
to generate a single representative probability for the whole Lake. MidLake Wind station is more 
representative of the Lake climate than any other wind station. Also, it is the only wind station 
located farthest offshore. Therefore, the probability values obtained at this station were assigned 
three times more weightage than that of EastLake, WestLake and Mandeville wind stations.  
A stretch of coastline around the Goose Point headland was used to analyze the model 
results and sensitivity. The points in the selected stretch are shown in Figure 5.1, starting at point 
222 towards SouthEast and ending at point 232 towards NorthWest of the head land.
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Net Potential longshore transport at any given point is the total longshore transport 
obtained for each ten degree direction bin, at different wind velocities. Net potential can be either 
positive or negative. The negative sign indicates that the transport is occurring towards left and 
vice versa. Potential longshore transport for any given stretch of coastline is the sum of potential 
transport at each point on the stretch. Analysis of potential longshore transport for the seasons of 
January-March, April-June, July-September and October-December was performed. For the 


































Figure 6.1: Points in Stretch around Goose Point. 
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6.1 Atmospheric Stability Analysis  
 
 The stability of the atmosphere is highly variable. At any given time it can either be 
stable, unstable or neutral. The model was run for different atmospheric stability conditions, for 
the season of April-June.  
The results obtained from the model were analyzed to see the variation in potential 
longshore transport with variation in atmospheric stability. Figure 6.2 shows the potential 
longshore transport for unstable, stable, neutral atmospheric condition and an average RT value 
for the season April-June. It is observed that the longshore transport potential is greater during 
unstable atmospheric conditions than during stable and neutral conditions.  To avoid any under 
or over estimation of the total net transport, the average RT value was used for potential 
longshore transport calculations in the model.  
For the season of April-June around the Goose Point, using average RT the potential 
longshore transport towards right is approximately 10,000 m3 and 31,000 m3 towards left. But it 
can be as low as 600 m3 towards right and 19,000 m3/year towards left, for stable atmospheric 
conditions and as high as 14,000 m3 towards right and 34,000 m3 towards left for unstable 
conditions, approximately. The atmosphere is unstable most of the times. For this reason, the 
potential longshore transport using average RT value is similar to transport obtained for unstable 
condition.  
Potential longshore transport is directly proportional to RT value (equation 2.7). As the RT 
value is greater for unstable condition than stable condition, the potential longshore transport is 
more during unstable conditions than during stable conditions. Also, if the atmosphere is 
unstable, the wind speed is more effective in causing wave growth and if the atmosphere is 
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Figure 6.2: Stability Analysis of Sediment Transport Analysis around Goose Point for the season 
of April-June with Interpolated Probability Values. 
Potential Longshore Transport at Points 222 through 232 around Goose Point for the 
season of April-June at different stability conditions using interpolated probabilities, is shown in 
Figure 6.3. It can be observed that the mean transport towards right for unstable condition is 
around 3000 m3 and for stable condition it is less than 250 m3. The mean transport towards left 
for unstable condition is around 6,000 m3 and for stable condition it is around 3,000 m3. The 
potential longshore transport obtained using average RT value is close to values obtained at 
unstable conditions. This shows that the potential longshore transport varies with the 





































Figure 6.3: Potential Longshore Transport at Points 222 through 232 around Goose Point for the 
season of April-June for different stability conditions with Interpolated Probability Values. 
lso shows that the potential longshore transport changes from East to West 
near po
 The model was run for the points in a stretch around Goose Point as shown in 
Figure6.1, with EastLake probability values, WestLake probability values, MidLake probability 
values, Mandeville probability values and the interpolated values obtained by Inverse Distance 
 
Figure 6.3 a
int 226. This can be attributed to the wave transformations occurring due to the local 
bathymetry. 




Method for the season of April-June. Figure 6.5 shows that there is high variation in the potential 
longshore transport obtained by using any single wind station probability. So, probabilities 
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Figure 6.4: Sediment Transport Analysis around Goose Point for April-June season for different 
probability values. 
Potential Longshore Transport at points 222 through 232 around Goose Point for April-
June Season for different probability values is plotted in Figure 6.5. This plot also shows the 






































Points in Stretch around Goose Point 
 
Point for April-June Season for different probability values. 
 
the 
season of January-March, April-June, July-September and October-December with interpolated 
probabilities. The variation in potential longshore transport around Goose Point for different 
seasons is shown in the Figure 6.6.  
Figure 6.6 clearly shows that the longshore transport was considerably more during the 
season of April-June and July-September than that occurred during October-December and 
January-March seasons. The reason can be attributed to the fact that during the months of April 
Figure 6.5: Potential Longshore Transport at Location Numbers 222 through 232 around Goose 
6.3 Seasonal Analysis 
 
 The model was run for the points in a stretch around Goose Point (Figure6.1) for 
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through September winds are predominantly from the South. As a consequence wave heights 
increase along the Northshore of Lake Pontchartrain which further results in increased longshore 
transport. During the months of October through March, winds are predominantly from the 
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 f July-September and transport to left is 
ight and a considerable difference in potential longshore transport can be 
Figure 6.6: Seasonal Analysis of Sediment Transport around Goose Point with Interpola
Probability Values. 
Seasonal variation in the net longshore transport at each point in the stretch around Goose
Point is shown in Figure 6.7. It can be seen that the net longshore transport changes from right to 
the left around point 226 during all seasons as seen earlier. Along the stretch, potential longshor
transport to the right is maximum during the season o
maximum for the season of April-June. For points to the SouthEast, the potential longshore 
transport is to the r
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observed for the season of October-December and January-March. But for points to the 
NorthEast, potential longshore transport is to the left during all seasons and the potential 







































6.4 Analysis of Probability of Wave Heights for Different Seasons  
wind of 3 m/sec was forced for this simulation. Figure 6.8 shows the probability of exceedence 
of wave heights for different seasons. For any given wave height, the probability of exceedence 
is highest during April-June season. It can also be inferred that 50% of the time the wave heights 
are in the range of 0.05 to 0.07 m. 25% of the time, the range is 0.08 to 0.20 m. Only 5% of the 
6.7: Potential Longshore Transport at Points 222 through 232 around Goose Point 
different seasons with Interpolated Probability Values. 
 
 The model was run for point 227 at Goose Point (Figure 6.1), for all seasons. A South 
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Figure 6.8: Probability of 
Probability Values. 






transpo ed at 
the fou h wind speed 
in a
was car T value, which represents the atmospheric 
stability condition. Using the probabilities obtained from the frequency analysis and the RT value 
om temperature records, the model has been developed to simulate wave heights, wave periods 
and potential longshore transport along any stretch of the shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain during 
any season of the year.  
 
The model can be used as an effective tool for many applications. One such application 
may be prediction of wave heights and transport along the shoreline of the Lake for any given 
wind speed and wind direction. If the fetch and the bathymetry are known, the model can be 
applied to any estuarine system similar to Lake Pontchartrain. This model would also be an 
effective tool in planning, construction and maintenance of beaches along the Lake.   
A one dimensional steady state model to predict the wave climate and potential longsho
rt has been developed. Frequency Analysis of the wind records for ten years obtain
r wind stations in Lake Pontchartrain is performed. The probabilities of eac
 ten degree interval were estimated. The data were processed for QAQC. Similarly QAQC 
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Table A.1: Average Probability values for the Season of January-March at EastLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0.011942 0.001522 0.001147 0.001633 0.001354 0.002296 0.001559 0.001938 0.001367 0.0015540 m/s 
0.019165 0.004876 0.004122 0.00425 0.004005 0.003597 0.003917 0.003483 0.003432 0.0033751 m/s 
3 m/s 0.026538 0.012369 0.011805 0.012298 0.012689 0.012149 0.010841 0.00959 0.009375 0.010657
5 m/s 0.013743 0.004921 0.004877 0.008624 0.009814 0.006926 0.006509 0.008341 0.009939 0.013295
7 m/s 0.001921 0.000421 0.000898 0.001682 0.001481 0.001895 0.002575 0.005693 0.00876 0.011056















0.000105 0  5 54 6 0.0006740 5.14E-0 0.0001 0.0002 0.000888 0.001374 0.001419>10 m/s 

















  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0.001255 0.001827 0.001454 0.001508 0.001709 0.001464 0 m/s 0.001668 0.001616 0.002395 0.001318
0.003761 0.003584 0.00407 0.005328 0.006383 0.005926 0.00593 0.004329 0.004305 0.003421 1 m/s 
3 m/s 0.010301 0.009442 0.010047 0.01164 0.012096 0.009995 0.009447 0.008627 0.007346 0.006344
5 m/s 0.014097 0.012165 0.010182 0.009773 0.00867 0.005759 0.003443 0.002695 0.0022380.008072 
7 m/s 0.008246 0.006756 0.005311 0.005234 0.003508 0.003102 0.002352 0.000689 0.00064 0.000318















0.000683 0.000902 0.000467 0.000621 0.000369 0.000266>10 m/s  0 0 0 0 


















  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.001152 0.001152 0.001152 0.001313 0.001411 0.00131 0.001567 0.001308 0.001677 0.001423
1 m/s 0.006647 0.004747 0.006108 0.005734 0.004921 0.004789 0.004599 0.004331 0.003698 0.003808
3 m/s 0.004981 0.004178 0.004626 0.006672 0.008005 0.008963 0.009192 0.009154 0.00815 0.006705
5 m/s 0.001007 0.001002 0.000992 0.001876 0.00325 0.005516 0.004071 0.003598 0.003534 0.004455
7 m/s 0.000373 0.000265 0.000366 0.000316 0.000517 0.000788  0.00168 0.001782 0.001667 0.002722















>10 m/s 0      0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000373 0.000263 0.000575


















  Directional bins 
        300 310 320 330 340 350
0 m/s 0.000991 0.001474 0.001409 0.001924 0.001987 0.003656 
1 m/s 0.003385 0.003798 0.004066 0.004313 0.006267 0.007798 
3 m/s 0.005744 0.007598 0.008797 0.008876 0.011859 0.01507 
5 m/s 0.005071   0.0079 0.00932 0.006837 0.006456 0.010261 
7 m/s 0.003875 0.004809 0.006069 0.004305 0.003827 0.003472 















>10 m/s 0.00058 0.001178 0.001286 0.000374 0.000323 0.000108 

















Table A.2: Average Probability values for the Season of April-June at EastLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0.009232  0.00143 0.000888 0.001426 0.001319 0.000846 0.000826 0.000834 0.000953 0.000651
1 m/s 0.02556 0.004238 0.004355 0.004903 0.004697 0.005548  0.00436 0.003119 0.002435 0.002426
3 m/s 0.018008 0.007136 0.007117 0.009671 0.011695 0.008485  0.00672 0.005013 0.003407 0.004172
5 m/s 0.004613 0.001942 0.002642 0.004145 0.004681 0.003631 0.002391 0.00329 0.004357 0.008366
7 m/s 0.000742 0.000112 0.000374 0.000502 0.000596 0.000783 0.001046 0.003178 0.003406 0.005874















>10 m/s 0  5.1 05   0.000102 0.000265 0.000754 0.0008650 E- 0 0 0.000627










  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0 m/s 0.000957 0.000951 0.000895 0.000761 0.00108 0.001619 0.001957 0.00279 0.0018840.001615 
1 m/s 0.002752 0.002644 0.002439 0.003653 0.005458 0.007474 0.00932 0.012307 0.015038 0.013903
3 m/s 0.00637 0.00891 0.018895 0.01554 0.017058 0.0135670.010924 0.015686 0.018276 0.020412 
5 m/s 0.009886 0.011488 0.017514 0.019622 0.022299 0.018533 0.013332 0.008129 0.004013 0.003231
7 m/s 0.007046 0.008741 0.011159 0.013683 0.011038 0.008107 0.006118 0.002526 0.001236 0.000385















>10 m/s 0.001084 0.000791 06 0.000376 5.19E-05 0.000104 5.1E-05 0 0.000963 0.000957 0.0009













  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.002399 0.002199 0.001763 0.002293 0.001789 0.001364 0.001067 0.001025 0.000527 0.000723
1 m/s 0.013181 0.012249 0.010965 0.008763 0.009317 0.009132 0.007511 0.005981 0.004869 0.004145
3 m/s 0.010703 0.008494 0.007761 0.009306 0.009167 0.008582   0.00898 0.00811 0.005305 0.005455
5 m/s 0.002567  0.001956 0.001574 0.001738 0.001268 0.002152 0.002496 0.00155 0.00165 0.002347
7 m/s 0.000274 0.000266 0.000211 0.000259 0.000163 0.000582 0.000318 0.000265 0.00021 0.000839















>10 m/s 0        0 0 0 0 0 0 5.1E-05 0 0










  Directional bins 
        300 310 320 330 340 350
0 m/s 0.000885 0.001045 0.001105 0.001704 0.002184 0.003165 
1 m/s 0.002811 0.002655 0.003443 0.005055 0.006995 0.008215 
3 m/s 0.004828 0.005284 0.005146 0.006288 0.008299 0.012044 
5 m/s 0.001479 0.002603 0.003492 0.003354 0.003356 0.004368 
7 m/s 0.000833 0.001224 0.001356 0.001448 0.00044  0.001167















>10 m/s 0 0.000163 5.3E-05 0   0 0










Table A.3: Average Probability values for the Season of July-September at EastLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0.017029 0.003231 0.003121 0.003709 0.002958 0.00228 0.001805 0.001757 0.001302 0.001507
1 m/s 0.036001 0.009123 0.009024 0.009749 0.010107 0.007945 0.006671 0.003165 0.002257 0.002957
3 m/s 0.025697 0.009552 0.010191 0.013339 0.015617 0.012782 0.007695 0.004856 0.004167 0.005008
5 m/s 0.00279 0.001261 0.001968 0.004024 0.00425  0.003643 0.003296 0.003348 0.00331 0.005774
7 m/s 0.000757 0.000207 0.000256 0.00028 0.000695 0.000682 0.001058 0.002496 0.003457 0.0044 















>10 m/s 0     0.0001010 0 0 5.48E-05  0.000306 0.000765 0.000698 0.000766











  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0 m/s 0.001136 0.001276 0.001455 0.001868 0.001545 0.002477 0.00252 0.002814 0.003628 0.003686
1 m/s 0.003525 0.003728 0.004002 0.00526 0.004865 0.006565 0.009696 0.010461 0.015159 0.015001
3 m/s 0.007908 0.008706 0.0102 0.014993 0.014834 0.012016 0.011653 0.009188 0.010098 0.007253
5 m/s 0.007776 0.007924 0.007155 0.008571 0.007804 0.005057 0.00362 0.002149 0.001153 0.001259
7 m/s 0.003865 0.003553 0.002275 0.002275 0.002455 0.00114 0.000622 0.000454 0 0.000125















>10 m/s 0.000522 0.000282 0.000346   5.38E-05 0 0 0 5.64E-05 5.64E-05 5.64E-05














  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.004011 0.003215 0.003205 0.003518 0.003115 0.002235 0.001834 0.00193 0.001305 0.001926
1 m/s 0.015677  0.01401 0.015991 0.014111 0.012505 0.013056 0.012334 0.008156 0.008137 0.006302
3 m/s 0.006361 0.006245 0.00742 0.011749 0.012852 0.01479 0.014306 0.014422 0.008344 0.007306
5 m/s 0.000884 0.000488 0.000423 0.000929 0.001249 0.001794  0.00186 0.001674 0.001636 0.001533
7 m/s 0.000124     05.03E-05 0.000107 5.38E-05 0.00011 6.83E-05 0.000109 6.83E-05 0.000225 .000275















>10 m/s 0 0 5.0 05 0 5.03E-0  3E- 5 0 5.03E-05 0.000101 0.000101 0.000201











  Directional bins 
        300 310 320 330 340 350
0 m/s 0.001423 0.001725 0.001644 0.003775 0.004783 0.00603 
1 m/s 0.006325   0.00582 0.006919 0.006992 0.011322 0.018268
3 m/s 0.008256 0.008335 0.009737 0.01012 0.009362 0.012722 
5 m/s 0.001804 0.002268 0.003297 0.001593 0.001973 0.002788 
7 m/s 0.000476  0.000486 0.00034 0.000384 0.000309 0.000309 















>10 m/s 0.000252 0.0 19 0.000106  002 0 0.000151 5.03E-05










Table A.4: Average Probability values for the Season of October-December at EastLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0.032474 0.001115 0.001375 0.002061 0.001462 0.001191 0.001318 0.001201 0.000607 0.001179
1 m/s 0.015162 0.005936 0.005524 0.006273 0.00713 0.006666 0.006602 0.004577 0.004797 0.00432 
3 m/s 0.032251 0.015652 0.015502 0.018495 0.020152 0.020395 0.013655 0.011003 0.010563 0.011732
5 m/s 0.011394 0.004515 0.007642 0.010157 0.010895 0.008994 0.007616 0.01047 0.013363 0.020051
7 m/s 0.001533 0.000609 910.0007 0.001155 0.001184 0.001636 0.002632 0.006286 0.008138 0.0099 















>10 m/s 6.91E-05     4 0.000434 0.001246 0.001158 980 0 0 0 0.0001 0.0004










  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0 m/s 0.00085 0.001314 0.001074 0.0013 0.001017 0.000864 0.000882 0.001173 0.00046 0.000747
1 m/s 0.004158  0.005606 0.004295 0.006064 0.00449 0.00451 0.004891 0.004216 0.005656 0.004456 
3 m/s 0.010421 0.008983 0.009707 0.012279 0.010546 0.009792 0.007779 0.00544 0.003549 0.003924
5 m/s 0.011622 0.010298 0.008258 0.007471 0.009263 0.006025 0.00273 0.001022 0.001393 0.001124
7 m/s 0.00629 0.004098 0.002897 0.003714 0.003746 0.002157 0.000753 0.000334 0.000272 0.00015 















>10 m/s 6.81E-05 0 6.93E-05 0 0.000141 6.81E-05 0 0 0 0 














  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000932  0.00102 0.001112 0.000815 0.000753 0.001024 0.000671 0.000688 0.001386 0.000772
1 m/s 0.004494  0.00488 0.003592 0.004211 0.004947 0.004769 0.004572 0.003934 0.003174 0.003488
3 m/s 0.002292 0.002528 0.002357 0.00432 0.00437   0.007154 0.00701 0.005721 0.004846 0.005419
5 m/s 0.00042 0.000211 0.000531 0.001079 0.00088 0.001695 0.002544 0.002246 0.002128 0.003471
7 m/s 0 0  0 0.000193 0.000284 0.000747 0.000955 0.000742 0.000735 0.001792















>10 m/s 0 0       0 0 6.91E-05 0 0 0 0 0











  Directional bins 
        300 310 320 330 340 350
0 m/s 0.000811 0.001041 0.001778 0.001957 0.001714 0.002683 
1 m/s 0.003482    0.00399 0.00366 0.007257 0.010719 0.030884
3 m/s 0.005932 0.007929 0.007917 0.011816 0.02062 0.026232 
5 m/s 0.005246 0.007726 0.009174 0.007403 0.007845 0.011581 
7 m/s 0.001852 0.002856 0.003126 0.002754 0.001909 0.001597 















>10 m/s 0.000136 0.000209 0.000282  0.000408 0.00021 0 










Table A.5: Average Probability values for the Season of January-March at WestLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0 6 .01991 0.000587 0.000818 0.000956 0.001005 0.001002 0.000684 0.001163 0.000886 0.000737
1 m/s 0.011898 0.005194 0.005072 0.004965 0.004526 0.005822 0.005086 0.006098 0.005331 0.005638
3 m/s 0.013441 0.009894 0.008634 0.00694 0.007987 0.007887 0.008858 0.011041 0.009082 0.011255
5 m/s 0.012219 0.010527 0.009334 0.007516 0.007783 0.005245 0.006887 0.008767 0.009423 0.009826
7 m/s 0.009282 0.008598 0.007783 0.007287 0.006265 0.004728 0.004477 0.004681 0.004563 0.004927















>10 m/s 0.001044 0.001913 0.001276 83 0.000634 0.000159 0.000421 0.0005790.001037 0.0005 0.000474











  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0 m/s  0.001425 0.001218 0.001743 0.0013180.000937 0.000849 0.001062 0.000963 0.001121 0.001266
1 m/s  0.007943 0.006231 0.008215 0.0067190.006283 0.005351 0.005533 0.007027 0.005579 0.007354
3 m/s  0.00852 0.012057 0.012294 0.0102290.011781 0.011238 0.009031 0.008361 0.007764 0.007837
5 m/s 7  0.00759 0.007725 0.007477 0.0057490.00934  0.009567 0.005869 0.004725 0.005444 0.007482
7 m/s   0.003625 0.003465 0.003455 0.0018990.004909 0.00298 0.002861 0.002266 0.001613 0.002199















>10 m/s 62  8 64  0.00027 0.00016 0.000103 5.14E-05 0.0002  0.000259 0 0.00025 0.0001 0.000105











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.001 0.000617 0.000634 0.000844 0.000537 0.000694  0.00043 0.000576 0.000579 0.000763
1 m/s 0.007771 0.006214 0.008515 0.009051 0.009557 0.008844 0.007581 0.009108 0.00837 0.009129
3 m/s 0.009677 0.008804 0.008127 0.009379 0.008512 0.009255 0.007699 0.008411 0.007883 0.00774 
5 m/s 0.003871 0.004418 0.002429 0.002648 0.002156 0.001637 0.001413 0.001248 0.001674 0.001681
7 m/s 0.001379    0.00097 0.000643 0.000207 0.000217 0.000107 5.6E-05 0.000316 0.000266 0.000115















>10 m/s 0 0      5.9E-05 0 0 0 0 0 5.6E-05 0











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000686 0.000525 0.001335 0.000944 0.000851 0.001329 
1 m/s 0.007922 0.008172 0.00722 0.007457 0.008074 0.008238 
3 m/s 0.007406 0.007945 0.009277 0.007872 0.01064 0.011384 
5 m/s 0.0018 0.002325 0.002064 0.001937 0.002719 0.006329 
7 m/s 0.000213 0.000334 0.000378 0.000329 0.001147 0.002092 















>10 m/s 0 5.33E-05 0 5.6E-05  0 0.00016










Table A.6: Average Probability values for the Season of April-June at WestLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0.010108 0.000351 0.00068 0.000834 0.000604 0.000716 0.000666 0.001028 0.000661 0.000782
1 m/s 0.007398   0.00308 0.003031 0.001849 0.003451 0.003361 0.003398 0.00444 0.004893 0.004762
3 m/s 0.006557 0.005567 0.005626 0.006344 0.005994 0.008934 0.010481 0.011894 0.012016 0.012207
5 m/s 0.003459 0.006788 0.005563 0.004852 0.004159 0.004682 0.006832 0.008783 0.009163 0.008633
7 m/s 0.003189 0.004803 0.003968 0.00351 0.002063 0.002369 0.002159 0.003243 0.003013 0.003766















>10 m/s 0.000368 0.0 33 24 4 75 0.000179 0.000243 0.000117 6 0.000318002 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002











  Directional bins 
        160 170 180 190 100 110 120 130 140 150
0 m/s 0.000584 0.000898 0.001024 0.001208 0.00104 0.001594 0.001923 0.002891 0.0026410.001093 
1 m/s 0.004629 0.005196 0.004914 0.00394 0.003835 0.005034 0.006127 0.010401 0.013867 0.01554 
3 m/s 0.011486 0.010896 0.009943 0.009969 0.008865 0.011065 0.012198 0.018223 0.02281 0.021123
5 m/s 0.008992 0.007279 0.005476 0.007314 0.00893 0.012584 0.012759 0.011437 0.0075320.011982 
7 m/s 0.003947 0.002821 0.003164  0.005001 0.003627 0.001672 0.0013880.002468 0.003646 0.005569















>10 m/s 0.000297 0.000302 97 0.000244 54 0. 18 0.000122 6.36E-05 0.000119 5.72E-05 0.0002 0.0003 0001














  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0  .002627 0.002561 0.002942 0.002998 0.002329 0.002149 0.002401 0.002101 0.001721 0.001505
1 m/s 0.017763 0.018769 0.01832  0.018123 0.016198 0.01641 0.014484 0.011846 0.01058 0.010082
3 m/s 0.021466 0.021024 0.015571 0.012345 0.009075 0.009329 0.007489 0.00716 0.004851 0.005757
5 m/s 0.005382 0.004297 0.002743 0.00213 0.001472 0.000954 0.001018 0.000644 0.000525 0.00059 
7 m/s 0.000997 0.000472 0.000236 0.000477 0.000114 0.000184 5.72E-05 0   0 0















>10 m/s 0.000114 0        0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0











  Directional bins 
 300 310 320 330 340 350  
0 0.0 0 .0 .0 . .0m/s 01432 0. 01495 0 02146 0 00899 0 001383 0 01501 
1 0.0 0 .0 .0 . .0m/s 09038 0. 09143 0 06236 0 05614 0 004485 0 04984 
3 0.0 0 .0 .0 . .0m/s 03716 0. 03451 0 03116 0 03342 0 002775 0 04175 
5 0.0 . .0 .0 . .0m/s 00589 0 00071 0 00297 0 00422 0 000836 0 00841 
7 . . 0.0m/s 0 0 5 96E-05 0 0 000116 0083 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Table A.7: Average Probability values for the Season of July-September at WestLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
            0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 m/s 0.0135 0.001453 0.000894 0.001135 0.001437 0.001298 0.001918 0.001855 0.002218 0.001996
1 m/s 0.010725 0.005263 0.005282 0.00373 0.005623 0.005028 0.006321 0.007245 0.006225 0.006699
3 m/s 0.010662 0.007361 0.009771 0.010792 0.011777 0.013212 0.013502 0.011728 0.010668 0.011471
5 m/s 0    .002904 0.003929 0.004868 0.006267 0.004546 0.004427 0.00676 0.005895 0.005786 0.006037
7 m/s 0.001349 0.0 18 0.002118 0.001768 0.003636014 0.002195 0.00285 0.002168 0.003045 0.003327















>10 m/s 0.000114 0.000299 59 4 1 0. 13 5 0.00037 5.66E-05 0.0003670.0007 0.0003 0.0005 0001 5.66E-0











  Directional bins 
  00 10 20 30 40 50 160 170 180 190 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 m/s 86 1 2 77 69 0.00162 0.001751 0.003133 0.002612 0.001297 0.0015 0.0013 3 0.0007 2 0.0010 0.0012
1 m/s 8 4 4 3 46 0.005787 0.008703 0.012842 0.013568 0.005617 0.0065 9 0.0051 4 0.0051 7 0.0038 6 0.0044
3 m/s 5 8 36 2 42 0.00649 0.006669 0.010189 0.010174 0.010647 0.0078 7 0.0077 7 0.0090 0.0065 7 0.0069
5 m/s 15 29 67 08 0.003041 0.002232 0.001762 0.001085 0.007964 0.00633 0.005  0.0051 0.003 7 0.0037
7 m/s 9 0 4 7  0.00072 0.000437 0.000283 0.000177 0.002687 0.0028 6 0.0025 4 0.0015 7 0.0015 3 0.0013















/s 0.000175 003 0.000238 0.000413 0012 0 0 0 0 >10 m 0.000297 0.0 4 0.0











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.003503 0.002847 0.003488 0.004326 0.003474 0.004595 0.004299 0.006367 0.004792 0.005084
1 m/s 0.016896 0.017833 0.019196 0.022639 0.023105 0.024736 0.027047 0.024932 0.022523 0.021197
3 m/s 0.011578 0.010208 0.008368 0.007818 0.009058 0.009521 0.00923 0.010861 0.007662 0.007045
5 m/s 0.0012 0.000504 0.00084 0.000237 0.000313 0.000698 0.001092 0.000417 0.000299 0.000494
7 m/s 0.000113 0 0.000244 0 6.34E-05 0 5.66E-05 0.000123 6.34E-05 0 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.004991 0.004166 0.00335 0.002274 0.002603 0.00259 
1 m/s 0.018545 0.013403 0.009745 0.009064 0.007087 0.006935 
3 m/s 0.005602 0.003393 0.004269 0.002383 0.00273 0.004725 
5 m/s 0.000377 0.000578 0.000994 0.000361 0.0006 0.000879 
7 m/s 5.66E-05 0.00024 0.000127 0.000121 5.66E-05 0.000175 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Table A.8: Average Probability values for the Season of October-December at WestLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.025136 0.001527 0.001456 0.002016 0.001218 0.001756 0.001833 0.001486 0.001617 0.001091
1 m/s 0.013367 0.009762 0.007197 0.006803 0.006183 0.006823 0.008023 0.006623 0.007712 0.007042
3 m/s 0.012781 0.01368 0.009644 0.010998 0.011271 0.009804 0.011994 0.014932 0.0126 0.014457
5 m/s 0.009412 0.013216 0.008225 0.007592 0.010606 0.008946 0.012247 0.013975 0.013537 0.015852
7 m/s 0.006736 0.008143 0.011582 0.007396 0.005519 0.005148 0.005356 0.00528 0.004443 0.005713















>10 m/s 0.000548 0.001193 0.000969 0.000748 0.0005 0.000799 0.000548 0.000376 0.000365 0.000225










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.001633 0.001883 0.001777 0.002316 0.002237 0.003028 0.002167 0.002823 0.002255 0.001858
1 m/s 0.006422 0.006848 0.006485 0.006121 0.006463 0.008415 0.008382 0.008143 0.00805 0.007227
3 m/s 0.013693 0.012254 0.009419 0.008551 0.008825 0.007745 0.008182 0.009129 0.011173 0.008195
5 m/s 0.012225 0.010514 0.0075 0.005858 0.004953 0.005683 0.007864 0.005496 0.005543 0.00365 
7 m/s 0.003927 0.004002 0.003084 0.001847 0.00137 0.002848 0.003784 0.002937 0.001884 0.000496















>10 m/s 0.000365 0.000451 6.9E-05 0 0 0 6.9E-05 0 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.001855 0.001431 0.001244 0.001288 0.000809 0.000802 0.001145 0.00178 0.000949 0.001607
1 m/s 0.007691 0.00662 0.006389 0.006743 0.00725 0.006238 0.007404 0.007206 0.006425 0.008161
3 m/s 0.009229 0.007111 0.007349 0.004959 0.004056 0.00481 0.004255 0.004551 0.005221 0.007072
5 m/s 0.002077 0.001817 0.001499 0.000768 0.000979 0.000557 0.000567 0.000263 0.000677 0.00081 
7 m/s 0.000703 0.00021 0.000354 0.000129 0 6.47E-05 0 0 0 0 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.00096 0.002096 0.001552 0.002221 0.001975 0.002084 
1 m/s 0.006815 0.007862 0.008605 0.007126 0.009183 0.008285 
3 m/s 0.004379 0.004473 0.004816 0.005543 0.004525 0.005982 
5 m/s 0.000701 0.000678 0.000822 0.000693 0.001469 0.002342 
7 m/s 0 0.000139 0 0.000138 0.000215 0.00163 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0.000141 










Table A.9: Average Probability values for the Season of January-March at MidLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.030297 0.000765 0.001182 0.000929 0.000754 0.000968 0.000979 0.000507 0.000761 0.000827
1 m/s 0.003774 0.00181 0.003375 0.004642 0.005074 0.003172 0.002665 0.003608 0.003525 0.00296 
3 m/s 0.008903 0.004957 0.005929 0.009412 0.008609 0.006847 0.005914 0.009287 0.012557 0.011652
5 m/s 0.011074 0.006761 0.006914 0.01167 0.006963 0.006526 0.005209 0.010417 0.013021 0.012296
7 m/s 0.009724 0.003622 0.004824 0.006817 0.004991 0.004837 0.003914 0.005572 0.006088 0.00716 















>10 m/s 0.003497 0.000318 0.000551 0.000319 0.000367 0.000584 0.000738 0.001539 0.001062 0.001228










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.00032 0.000493 0.000588 0.000432 0.000273 0.000214 0.00012 0.00021 0.000265 0.000274
1 m/s 0.003152 0.003135 0.002643 0.002754 0.002015 0.002704 0.002184 0.001319 0.002011 0.002166
3 m/s 0.012413 0.01054 0.010115 0.009205 0.010269 0.009728 0.007526 0.005335 0.004501 0.007155
5 m/s 0.015063 0.014176 0.009446 0.009568 0.008053 0.006708 0.005986 0.006956 0.005975 0.006199
7 m/s 0.007481 0.00778 0.0056 0.004957 0.00263 0.002908 0.002383 0.002524 0.002893 0.003849















>10 m/s 0.001427 0.000958 0.000266 0.000265 0.00032 0.000266 0.000214 0.000216 0.000385 0.00081 











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000114 5.33E-05 0.000376 0.000475 0.000481 0.000316 0.000328 0.000486 0.000322 0.000318
1 m/s 0.001692 0.002119 0.002694 0.002123 0.002386 0.001947 0.002229 0.002184 0.001426 0.001802
3 m/s 0.005248 0.005148 0.005651 0.004469 0.004881 0.005803 0.004308 0.004359 0.003874 0.003627
5 m/s 0.007252 0.005294 0.004595 0.004496 0.003676 0.004664 0.003463 0.002739 0.003188 0.003119
7 m/s 0.002942 0.001813 0.001926 0.001911 0.001655 0.001925 0.001663 0.001544 0.001475 0.002542















>10 m/s 0.000562 0.000159 0.000215 0.000166 0.000156 0.00032 0.000549 0.000322 0.000884 0.001694











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000606 0.000702 0.000926 0.000809 0.000432 0.00075 
1 m/s 0.002078 0.002386 0.001596 0.001803 0.001746 0.002215 
3 m/s 0.00395 0.004093 0.004367 0.004778 0.004672 0.00457 
5 m/s 0.00336 0.003612 0.004993 0.00605 0.005411 0.006554 
7 m/s 0.002943 0.00335 0.004447 0.00594 0.006702 0.007185 















>10 m/s 0.002632 0.002752 0.004402 0.005925 0.006333 0.00759 











Table A.10: Average Probability values for the Season of April-June at MidLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.024341 0.000264 0.000256 0.000465 0.000685 0.000205 0.000488 0.000222 0.000542 0.000378
1 m/s 0.003437 0.001955 0.003448 0.004255 0.005013 0.004247 0.003459 0.003971 0.003256 0.003691
3 m/s 0.005398 0.003203 0.005121 0.008576 0.007262 0.006879 0.006178 0.008146 0.00928 0.00943 
5 m/s 0.006029 0.003323 0.005119 0.007103 0.005057 0.005273 0.005357 0.008627 0.008844 0.007705
7 m/s 0.004068 0.002757 0.003043 0.00424 0.003878 0.003601 0.003142 0.005766 0.00445 0.005146















>10 m/s 0.001339 0.000314 0.00022 0.000396 0.000162 0.000367 0.000269 0.000541 0.000905 0.000692









  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000428 0.000361 0.000156 0.000387 0.000493 0.000479 0.000276 5.31E-05 0.000326 0.000222
1 m/s 0.003835 0.004151 0.003892 0.004522 0.004917 0.004794 0.004332 0.002883 0.002664 0.003044
3 m/s 0.008392 0.011568 0.009267 0.012844 0.011379 0.012524 0.01452 0.013851 0.009855 0.012948
5 m/s 0.011693 0.013774 0.013193 0.017113 0.020566 0.017329 0.017126 0.01557 0.012593 0.020441
7 m/s 0.007005 0.010233 0.009068 0.010036 0.008367 0.007137 0.006163 0.005025 0.004765 0.00945 















>10 m/s 0.001187 0.001223 0.000974 0.000325 0.000643 0.000589 0.000383 0.000484 0.000324 0.000342











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000166 0.000537 0.000521 0.000569 0.000518 0.000625 0.000693 0.00052 0.000707 0.000316
1 m/s 0.003627 0.003555 0.003909 0.003875 0.004109 0.003764 0.003905 0.003432 0.003798 0.003462
3 m/s 0.009982 0.008756 0.008606 0.007199 0.007874 0.007748 0.005513 0.005629 0.004521 0.004613
5 m/s 0.016295 0.010739 0.010565 0.009108 0.007737 0.006659 0.004022 0.003841 0.002598 0.002512
7 m/s 0.008119 0.00601 0.004864 0.004213 0.003425 0.001777 0.001247 0.001494 0.001329 0.001604















>10 m/s 0.000402 0.000114 0.000216 0.000156 0.00029 0.000291 0.000105 5.31E-05 0.000388 0.000211











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000584 0.000942 0.000479 0.000536 0.000416 0.000156 
1 m/s 0.002977 0.002694 0.00305 0.003528 0.003566 0.003281 
3 m/s 0.003855 0.003909 0.003583 0.003207 0.004052 0.003808 
5 m/s 0.002357 0.002231 0.002403 0.003975 0.0033 0.003856 
7 m/s 0.00222 0.001396 0.001278 0.001893 0.002902 0.003043 















>10 m/s 0.00031 0.000522 0.000582 0.000917 0.001274 0.001161 











Table A.11: Average Probability values for the Season of July-September at MidLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
 
 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.01849 0.000507 0.000266 0.000337 0.000503 0.000821 0.00056 0.000934 0.000378 0.000552
1 m/s 0.005553 0.004157 0.00582 0.008429 0.007895 0.005493 0.004901 0.004363 0.003825 0.003999
3 m/s 0.009377 0.005435 0.010138 0.013775 0.011475 0.01004 0.008608 0.009495 0.008215 0.007176
5 m/s 0.005357 0.002789 0.005926 0.007553 0.009321 0.008514 0.007897 0.008649 0.006925 0.00632 
7 m/s 0.002233 0.002159 0.001859 0.003127 0.003659 0.00362 0.005311 0.004122 0.003523 0.004106
















>10 m/s 0.000267 0.000315 0.00011 0.000156 0.000212 0.000371 0.000651 0.001332 0.000804 0.001173










  Directional bins 
 
 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000204 0.000883 0.000472 0.000336 0.000643 0.000393 0.000384 0.000162 0.000344 0.000275
1 m/s 0.002942 0.004855 0.004889 0.004916 0.004931 0.006497 0.00485 0.003217 0.003181 0.00445 
3 m/s 0.007581 0.008606 0.008609 0.008697 0.009217 0.010913 0.011227 0.010589 0.009834 0.009557
5 m/s 0.007782 0.009328 0.00762 0.004936 0.007608 0.007863 0.00834 0.006449 0.006177 0.009355
7 m/s 0.005901 0.005 0.002868 0.002211 0.001468 0.001148 0.001382 0.001418 0.001819 0.00308 
















>10 m/s 0.000611 0.00063 0.000686 0.000272 0 5.03E-05 5.99E-05 0 0.000114 0.00018 











  Directional bins 
 
 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000271 0.000631 0.000532 0.000543 0.001249 0.000683 0.000995 0.000951 0.000334 0.001693
1 m/s 0.004664 0.006633 0.005951 0.005538 0.007119 0.006787 0.005039 0.006577 0.006314 0.007526
3 m/s 0.010774 0.010307 0.010599 0.010874 0.013347 0.012707 0.01176 0.011329 0.010836 0.009504
5 m/s 0.011039 0.009656 0.009874 0.009501 0.010713 0.009243 0.009088 0.008902 0.007787 0.006814
7 m/s 0.002738 0.003418 0.003508 0.004103 0.002704 0.003227 0.002658 0.002857 0.003782 0.002465
















>10 m/s 0.00017 6E-05 0.000104 0.00028 0.000172 0.000208 0.000106 0.000101 0.000395 0.000277











  Directional bins 
 
 300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.00175 0.000685 0.001017 0.000647 0.000444 0.000385 
1 m/s 0.005776 0.006543 0.005797 0.006652 0.005204 0.005548 
3 m/s 0.00962 0.009095 0.008945 0.007544 0.007613 0.00798 
5 m/s 0.005848 0.005821 0.005055 0.005204 0.003901 0.004696 
7 m/s 0.001862 0.002515 0.001654 0.001811 0.001936 0.001875 
















>10 m/s 0.000151 0.000534 0.000764 0.000523 0.000321 0.000593 










Table A.12: Average Probability values for the Season of October-December at MidLake Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.036868 0.000598 0.001088 0.001151 0.001077 0.001195 0.000668 0.001568 0.002305 0.001932
1 m/s 0.005108 0.004219 0.00577 0.007433 0.00753 0.004586 0.003228 0.00337 0.003566 0.00399 
3 m/s 0.009935 0.008647 0.011773 0.016292 0.013444 0.010448 0.011255 0.014409 0.01301 0.01499 
5 m/s 0.012362 0.008 0.010501 0.01327 0.012117 0.01292 0.012411 0.018372 0.018775 0.016488
7 m/s 0.009539 0.005367 0.007909 0.007512 0.008159 0.007329 0.008469 0.008481 0.007867 0.007734















>10 m/s 0.003014 0.000906 0.000998 0.000819 0.000387 0.000577 0.000974 0.00093 0.001015 0.001216










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.001555 0.000776 0.000833 0.000357 0.000366 0.000301 0.000113 0.000529 0.000688 0.000174
1 m/s 0.003986 0.003517 0.002526 0.003408 0.002888 0.002779 0.002452 0.001467 0.002582 0.001398
3 m/s 0.014936 0.013585 0.009472 0.009081 0.008938 0.009143 0.008877 0.007034 0.005309 0.005107
5 m/s 0.016774 0.01673 0.008198 0.007813 0.0088 0.007536 0.006474 0.006325 0.005689 0.006423
7 m/s 0.008565 0.008481 0.004309 0.003057 0.003281 0.001873 0.002187 0.002104 0.00211 0.003128















>10 m/s 0.000417 0.000178 0.000116 6.79E-05 5.79E-05 0 5.79E-05 0.000174 0.000119 0.000118











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000289 0.000417 0.000408 0.000353 0.000303 0.000829 0.000471 0.000629 0.000463 0.000547
1 m/s 0.00264 0.002633 0.003538 0.003012 0.002748 0.003754 0.00259 0.003233 0.002506 0.002369
3 m/s 0.00342 0.003433 0.002897 0.003353 0.002465 0.003215 0.003981 0.004321 0.004773 0.003934
5 m/s 0.003852 0.003107 0.002649 0.002209 0.002204 0.003035 0.003068 0.002364 0.001972 0.002512
7 m/s 0.001485 0.000887 0.001026 0.000725 0.000954 0.000525 0.001041 0.000726 0.001389 0.001641















>10 m/s 5.66E-05 0.000125 0 6.79E-05 6.79E-05 0.000454 0.000379 0.000432 0.000793 0.000361











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000421 0.000408 0.000593 0.000726 0.000913 0.00137 
1 m/s 0.002275 0.003191 0.002923 0.002566 0.001675 0.002866 
3 m/s 0.004806 0.004631 0.004656 0.004338 0.00656 0.00815 
5 m/s 0.003313 0.003813 0.004685 0.004643 0.005621 0.006718 
7 m/s 0.001587 0.002199 0.003791 0.005306 0.00709 0.007519 















>10 m/s 0.000716 0.000984 0.001316 0.002105 0.002266 0.003299 









Table A.13: Average Probability values for the Season of January-March at Mandeville Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.024733 0.000625 0.001103 0.001336 0.001013 0.001049 0.000748 0.000733 0.000974 0.000728
1 m/s 0.012317 0.010849 0.013219 0.013314 0.011108 0.010303 0.00759 0.005696 0.004746 0.004801
3 m/s 0.020004 0.023464 0.025582 0.02786 0.023438 0.020777 0.012507 0.011429 0.009783 0.007609
5 m/s 0.008155 0.009025 0.010633 0.010637 0.009997 0.008096 0.004569 0.003415 0.00234 0.002766
7 m/s 0.001424 0.001311 0.001757 0.001101 0.00179 0.001307 0.000809 0.000223 0.000674 0.000696















>10 m/s 0 0 0.000112 5.62E-05 0 0 5.14E-05 0 0 0.00018 










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000462 0.001165 0.00097 0.001091 0.000736 0.000847 0.000804 0.000401 0.000778 0.000609
1 m/s 0.005511 0.00716 0.006326 0.007922 0.006995 0.006018 0.004378 0.002953 0.00226 0.002857
3 m/s 0.009927 0.015209 0.01913 0.019469 0.013899 0.009454 0.007202 0.006362 0.005664 0.006233
5 m/s 0.006655 0.015907 0.021626 0.019602 0.009799 0.005134 0.004281 0.003018 0.00352 0.003348
7 m/s 0.002859 0.006763 0.012319 0.010886 0.006096 0.002628 0.000561 0.000939 0.000624 0.000758















>10 m/s 0.000352 0.000347 0.00038 0.000824 0.000108 5.62E-05 5.14E-05 0 6.04E-05 0 











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000513 0.0011 0.001109 0.000451 0.0009 0.001194 0.000435 0.000832 0.000468 0.00074 
1 m/s 0.004665 0.004403 0.003794 0.003141 0.003699 0.002908 0.002887 0.003302 0.003855 0.00483 
3 m/s 0.008363 0.00806 0.006722 0.005561 0.004121 0.003208 0.003424 0.003624 0.005471 0.008435
5 m/s 0.003691 0.004046 0.005196 0.003882 0.002144 0.002424 0.002233 0.00243 0.00333 0.004402
7 m/s 0.000333 0.00039 0.000833 0.001015 0.001234 0.001321 0.00114 0.001148 0.000791 0.001098















>10 m/s 0 0.000108 5.14E-05 5.14E-05 0.000176 0.000226 0.000263 0.000448 0.000108 5.7E-05 











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000768 0.00039 0.000566 0.000452 0.000689 0.000872 
1 m/s 0.005738 0.00756 0.008563 0.007634 0.009024 0.009667 
3 m/s 0.00928 0.00842 0.009474 0.008568 0.01021 0.010849 
5 m/s 0.003434 0.002948 0.003355 0.003769 0.003738 0.002964 
7 m/s 0.000898 0.000507 0.000887 0.000286 0.000352 0.000728 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 











Table A.14: Average Probability values for the Season of April-June at Mandeville Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.046702 0.000493 0.000563 0.000829 0.001021 0.000866 0.000469 0.000478 0.000271 0.000323
1 m/s 0.009467 0.008116 0.010381 0.013771 0.012097 0.010192 0.006786 0.006529 0.005806 0.005466
3 m/s 0.012059 0.013333 0.021392 0.026065 0.023871 0.020391 0.010661 0.008786 0.005471 0.006297
5 m/s 0.002831 0.002916 0.003569 0.004677 0.005272 0.005505 0.002297 0.001837 0.001106 0.002145
7 m/s 0.000218 0.000337 0.000451 0.000632 0.000864 0.000698 0.000329 0.000271 0.000569 0.000438















>10 m/s 0 5.1E-05 0 0 0 5.1E-05 5.34E-05 0 6.05E-05 5.48E-05 











  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000155 0.000103 0.000363 0.000163 0.00026 0.000228 0.00021 0.000211 0.000439 0.000267
1 m/s 0.003994 0.00343 0.002282 0.002733 0.003507 0.0036 0.004485 0.003888 0.003588 0.003905
3 m/s 0.006697 0.005313 0.006609 0.009964 0.013204 0.013234 0.015258 0.012457 0.012531 0.013728
5 m/s 0.003721 0.00742 0.010033 0.017329 0.020682 0.019159 0.012507 0.009878 0.010017 0.008802
7 m/s 0.002805 0.005079 0.011074 0.017466 0.016125 0.010668 0.00592 0.002985 0.003233 0.005006















>10 m/s 5.48E-05 0.000282 0.000661 0.000323 0.000805 0.000267 0.000279 0.000115 0.000168 0.000168











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000532 0.000366 0.000469 0.000315 0.000376 0.000333 0.000218 0.000383 0.000269 0.000371
1 m/s 0.00694 0.005501 0.004796 0.003372 0.002813 0.003156 0.002055 0.001787 0.00191 0.003223
3 m/s 0.017042 0.013632 0.012145 0.008799 0.005406 0.004816 0.003801 0.003618 0.00394 0.004262
5 m/s 0.011244 0.011396 0.011351 0.008867 0.007079 0.004388 0.003365 0.002722 0.002055 0.00148 
7 m/s 0.006999 0.006814 0.005171 0.005145 0.00516 0.003386 0.001432 0.001103 0.000365 0.000434















>10 m/s 0.000322 0.000113 0.000115 0.000255 0.000102 0.000255 0 0.000177 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000205 0.000204 0.000206 0.000329 0.000416 0.000548 
1 m/s 0.003104 0.005298 0.004713 0.005991 0.00539 0.00656 
3 m/s 0.005097 0.004611 0.004584 0.004496 0.004243 0.005948 
5 m/s 0.001193 0.000929 0.000899 0.00112 0.001204 0.00171 
7 m/s 0.000269 0.000316 0.000373 0.000373 0 0.000321 















>10 m/s 0 5.34E-05 0 0 0 0 








Table A.15: Average Probability values for the Season of July-September at Mandeville Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.012595 0.001346 0.001932 0.001174 0.001901 0.001382 0.001368 0.001263 0.000626 0.000276
1 m/s 0.015582 0.015021 0.021262 0.027887 0.024716 0.018795 0.012162 0.010224 0.007813 0.006511
3 m/s 0.012607 0.020532 0.031007 0.041078 0.034329 0.023879 0.012153 0.00825 0.005889 0.00468 
5 m/s 0.00132 0.001892 0.003259 0.00646 0.005894 0.005382 0.002212 0.002168 0.00129 0.001393
7 m/s 0.00016 0.000284 0.000101 0.000218 0.00037 0.00028 0.00018 0.000151 0.000101 0.00021 
















>10 m/s 5.03E-05 0 5.03E-05 0 0 0 0 0 5.95E-05 0 










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000561 0.000232 0.000163 0.000172 5.03E-05 0.000292 0.000298 0.000105 0.000276 0.000215
1 m/s 0.00583 0.002723 0.0021 0.001705 0.002498 0.003079 0.002655 0.002989 0.003665 0.002016
3 m/s 0.003891 0.004319 0.004208 0.005065 0.00646 0.008995 0.009863 0.009331 0.010078 0.013162
5 m/s 0.001947 0.002264 0.003098 0.006086 0.00733 0.007327 0.007156 0.005583 0.005634 0.006748
7 m/s 0.000435 0.000825 0.001926 0.002531 0.004068 0.002348 0.001569 0.001314 0.001532 0.001938
















>10 m/s 0 0 0.000101 0.000156 5.85E-05 0 5.95E-05 0 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000297 0.000117 0.000151 0.000171 0.000308 0.000678 0.000227 0.00056 0.000334 0.000788
1 m/s 0.005174 0.005193 0.004771 0.003743 0.00298 0.003151 0.002623 0.003099 0.005054 0.008415
3 m/s 0.021265 0.021787 0.020303 0.016358 0.012312 0.008678 0.006504 0.007091 0.007651 0.010523
5 m/s 0.010399 0.012604 0.013534 0.010075 0.00952 0.007766 0.005832 0.004973 0.001411 0.000595
7 m/s 0.002411 0.002649 0.003664 0.003771 0.003174 0.002524 0.001635 0.000913 0.000505 0.000101
















>10 m/s 0.000168 0.000117 0.000125 0.000183 6.24E-05 0.000348 6.25E-05 5.85E-05 0 0 











  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000875 0.001268 0.001166 0.001162 0.001396 0.001449 
1 m/s 0.009596 0.011509 0.011589 0.011976 0.012576 0.010841 
3 m/s 0.00863 0.00727 0.005493 0.004161 0.004216 0.005704 
5 m/s 0.000336 0.000591 0.000524 5.03E-05 0.00026 0.000374 
7 m/s 0.000151 0.000151 0.000101 0 0 5.85E-05 
















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 










Table A.16: Average Probability values for the Season of October-December at Mandeville Wind Station 
  Directional bins 
  0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 m/s 0.044354 0.000776 0.001249 0.00186 0.001298 0.001313 0.001539 0.000915 0.000797 0.001026
1 m/s 0.015929 0.014634 0.015906 0.016926 0.015974 0.01358 0.01083 0.009734 0.008555 0.007198
3 m/s 0.022919 0.026143 0.039003 0.044198 0.038993 0.030052 0.01738 0.014161 0.010327 0.006977
5 m/s 0.007116 0.00789 0.010143 0.012811 0.016572 0.010873 0.004805 0.003098 0.001872 0.001875
7 m/s 0.001076 0.000666 0.001057 0.001825 0.001499 0.000994 0.000485 0.000459 7.07E-05 0.00021 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 










  Directional bins 
  100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 
0 m/s 0.000836 0.00096 0.000864 0.001203 0.0009 0.001 0.000999 0.000769 0.000764 0.000549
1 m/s 0.007761 0.007273 0.006903 0.006791 0.006347 0.00541 0.004795 0.003773 0.002025 0.002958
3 m/s 0.008644 0.014544 0.018224 0.01561 0.011361 0.007377 0.00677 0.003758 0.004056 0.004094
5 m/s 0.004889 0.01422 0.015118 0.013446 0.009516 0.005216 0.003826 0.001955 0.001475 0.002224
7 m/s 0.001205 0.004088 0.007035 0.004888 0.002843 0.001467 0.000825 0.000469 0.00027 0.000205















>10 m/s 0 7.07E-05 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.07E-05 0 



















  Directional bins 
  200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290 
0 m/s 0.000576 0.000534 0.00055 0.000529 0.000463 0.000681 0.000615 0.000463 0.00068 0.000581
1 m/s 0.003764 0.003871 0.002545 0.002292 0.002312 0.002417 0.001964 0.002366 0.002949 0.004871
3 m/s 0.007132 0.005928 0.005896 0.005353 0.003611 0.002608 0.002106 0.002965 0.003724 0.006613
5 m/s 0.001653 0.002581 0.001849 0.001081 0.001522 0.001538 0.001656 0.001291 0.00163 0.002146
7 m/s 0.000199 0.000276 0.000424 0.000205 0.000194 0.000268 0.000863 0.000581 0.000835 0.00072 















>10 m/s 0 0 0 0 0.000108 0.000108 0.000179 0.000135 0.000129 0 










  Directional bins 
  300 310 320 330 340 350 
0 m/s 0.000393 0.000436 0.000825 0.000848 0.001079 0.000652 
1 m/s 0.005374 0.006817 0.008552 0.01121 0.008697 0.010409 
3 m/s 0.007571 0.006128 0.007767 0.008695 0.006545 0.011015 
5 m/s 0.001641 0.001683 0.001672 0.00231 0.002384 0.003043 
7 m/s 0.000177 0 0.000141 0.000217 0.000248 0.000282 















>10 m/s 6.47E-05 0 0 0 0 0 





































C  Main 
c This program helps in calculating the Fetch ,Average depth and 
c Local depth which is from the tecplot file. The given data has 
c all the 248 points with each point having Longitude, Latitude and 
c depth 30 circumferential and 36 radial points. 
c Attempting to print the Longitude and Latitude of all the points 
Program Averagedepths 
Real Lat,Lon,Sum,Lon1,Lon2,Lat1,Lat2,pi,Localdepth 
















do k=1,248 !# of points 




do 100 n=1,36 
read(10,*) Lon(n),Lat(n),D(n) 
c KK=KK+1 











do 50 i=2,30 
read(10,*) Lon(n),Lat(n),D(n) 





c Checking for land condition 
If (D(n).le.0.150) then 
Land=Land+1 




c print*, lon1,lat1,lon2,lat2 
ba= Lon2 - Lon1 
Fetch(n)= sin(lat1)*sin(lat2)+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat2)*cos(ba)) 
Fetch(n)= acos(fetch(n))/pi*180*60*1852 
c   Fetch=acos(fetch)/pi*180*60*1852 
Fetch= acos((sin(lat1)*sin(lat2))+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat2) 
c    1        *cos(ba)))/pi*180*60*1852 
End If 
End if 
c go to 50 
c Finding average for 30 points 
If (Mod(i,30).eq.0) then 








c print*, lon1,lat1,lon2,lat2 









Write(20,*)'Avg.depth (m)','    Fetch (m)', 
























































c  Main 
c This program helps in preparing an input file for the main program. 
c The input file for this program is the file which contains the point, 
c shore angle, local depth and an output file of the previous depth 
c program which contains the Average depth and Fetch of all the 248 points. 
Program CombinedProgram 
Real pi,Localdepth 




















do  n=1,36 





























APPENDIX - D 













c This Program Calculates the Wave Heights, Wave Periods, Longshore Transport  
c along any given strecth of the shore line of Lake Pontchartrain during any  
c season of interest 
 
 Program Wave 




 Integer p,x,y,k,a1,a2 
 
 Dimension Vw(72),FF(348,72),fw(72,72),Wdir(72),Alfb(72,72), 
 1VB(72,72), probH(11)  
 Dimension Hm(72,72),Tm(72,72),d(348,72),td(72,72),QLS(72,72), 
 1point(348),shang(348),dLoc(348),season(16),Lon(248),Lat(248) 
 Dimension Vaa(72),Vab(72),Vac(72),Vad(72),Vba(72),Vbb(72),Vbc(72), 
 1Vbd(72),Vca(72),Vcb(72),Vcc(72),Vcd(72),Vda(72),Vdb(72),Vdc(72), 
 1Vdd(72) 
 Dimension faa(7,72),fab(7,72),fac(7,72),fad(7,72),fba(7,72), 
            1fbb(7,72),fbc(7,72),fbd(7,72),fca(7,72),fcb(7,72),fcc(7,72), 




c Opening the Output Files 
































c Opening the Corrected RT value data file 
 open(unit=61,file='101.dat')       
 write(99,*)'Variables="Wind direction","Wind speed","Wave Height"' 
            write(99,*) '"Wave Periods","Transport"' 
 pi=3.141592654 
 do n=1,248 
 read(30,*) point(n),shang(n),dLoc(n) 
 read(30,*)(d(n,j), j=1,36) 
 read(30,*)(FF(n,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 do n=1,248 
 do j=1,36 
 if (FF(n,j).lt.100.) then 
     FF(n,j)=100. 
 end if 
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 End do 
 End do 
  111 Format(1x,F10.6) 
c Reading the data from the input files 
 do m=1,248 
 read(50,*) Point(m) 
 read(50,111) Lon(m) 
 read(50,111) Lat(m) 
 End do 
 read(51,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36)  
 do i=1,7 
 read(51,*) Vaa(i),(faa(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(52,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(52,*) Vab(i),(fab(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(53,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(53,*) Vac(i),(fac(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(54,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
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 read(54,*) Vad(i),(fad(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(21,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(21,*) Vba(i),(fba(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(22,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(22,*) Vbb(i),(fbb(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(23,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(23,*) Vbc(i),(fbc(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(24,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(24,*) Vbd(i),(fbd(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(31,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(31,*) Vca(i),(fca(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(32,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
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 do i=1,7 
 read(32,*) Vcb(i),(fcb(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(33,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(33,*) Vcc(i),(fcc(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(34,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(34,*) Vcd(i),(fcd(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(41,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(41,*) Vda(i),(fda(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(42,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(42,*) Vdb(i),(fdb(i,j), j=1,36)  
 End do 
 read(43,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(43,*) Vdc(i),(fdc(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
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 read(44,*) (wdir(j),j=1,36) 
 do i=1,7 
 read(44,*) Vdd(i),(fdd(i,j), j=1,36) 
 End do 
 read(61,*) RTa,RTb,RTc,RTd 
 read(60,*) Lonc,Latc,Lone,Late,Lonw,Latw,Lonm,Latm 
 Lon2=(Lonc*pi/180.) 
    Lat2=(Latc*pi/180.) 
 Lon3=(Lone*pi/180.) 
    Lat3=(Late*pi/180.) 
 Lon4=(Lonw*pi/180.) 
    Lat4=(Latw*pi/180.) 
 Lon5=(Lonm*pi/180.) 
    Lat5=(Latm*pi/180.) 
c Asks the User to enter the Season of Interest 
 Write(*,*) 'Enter the Season' 
 Write(*,*) 'Enter 1 for Jan-Mar, 2 for Apr-June, 3 for Jul-Sep, 
          1 4 for Oct-Dec' 
 Read(*,*) s 
c Asks the user to enter the area of interest 
 Write(*,*) 'Enter the Starting point and Ending Point you are  
          1 interested' 
 read(*,*) a1,a2 
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 ba=Lon2 - Lon1 
 cd=Lon3 - Lon1 
 ef=Lon4 - Lon1 
 gh=Lon5 - Lon1 
 Dist1= sin(lat1)*sin(lat2)+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat2)*cos(ba)) 
   L1= acos(Dist1)/pi*180*60*1852 
 Dist2= sin(lat1)*sin(lat3)+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat3)*cos(cd)) 
   L2= acos(Dist2)/pi*180*60*1852 
 Dist3= sin(lat1)*sin(lat4)+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat4)*cos(ef)) 
   L3= acos(Dist3)/pi*180*60*1852 
 Dist4= sin(lat1)*sin(lat5)+(cos(lat1)*cos(lat5)*cos(gh)) 
   L4= acos(Dist4)/pi*180*60*1852 
c Converting the probability values using Inverse Distance Method 
 If (s.eq.1) then 
 do i=1,7 






 end do 
 RT=RTa 
      End if 
 If (s.eq.2) then 
 do i=1,7 
 do j=1,36 
 fw(i,j)=((fab(i,j)*(3/(L1**2)))+(fbb(i,j)/(L2**2))+(fcb(i,j)/(L3* 
 1*2))+(fdb(i,j)/(L4**2)))/((3/L1**2)+(1/L2**2)+(1/L3**2)+(1/L4**2))  
c fw(i,j)=fdb(i,j) 
 end do 
 end do  
c fw(3,19)=1. 
 RT=RTb 
      End if 
 If (s.eq.3) then 
 do i=1,7 
 do j=1,36 
 fw(i,j)=((fac(i,j)*(3/(L1**2)))+(fbc(i,j)/(L2**2))+(fcc(i,j)/(L3* 
 1*2))+(fdc(i,j)/(L4**2)))/((3/L1**2)+(1/L2**2)+(1/L3**2)+(1/L4**2)) 
 end do 




     End if 
 If (s.eq.4) then 
 do i=1,7 
 do j=1,36    
 fw(i,j)=((fad(i,j)*(3/(L1**2)))+(fbd(i,j)/(L2**2))+(fcd(i,j)/(L3* 
 1*2))+(fdd(i,j)/(L4**2)))/((3/L1**2)+(1/L2**2)+(1/L3**2)+(1/L4**2)) 
 end do 
 end do 
 RT=RTd 
 End if          
  230 Format(1x,37F10.7)     
      do i= 1,7 
      Vw(i) = Vaa(i) 
 end do 
 tdo=1. 
 do 30 i = 1,7 
 do 30 j=1,36 
 ttd=fw(i,j)*24.*365. 
 td(i,j)=max(ttd,tdo) 
 Hm(i,j)= 0.00 
 Tm(i,j)= 0.00 
   30 continue 
 do 20 i = 1,7 
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 Wind=Vw(i)  
     direct=Wdir(j) 
 RL=1.0  
 if(Vw(i).le.0.) goto 20 
 tdx=td(i,j) 
      z0=shang(n)+90 
 if (z0.ge.360.) then 
 z0=z0-360 
 end if  
      z1=shang(n)+10 




 z2=nint(z2)*10  
      if (shang(n).ge.0..and.shang(n).le.189.) then 
      angle= direct-90. - shang(n) 
      if (angle.le.80.and.angle.ge.-80) then 
 CALL HSTS(DEPTH,FETCH,angle,Wind,tdx,RT,RL,g,Hmo,Tmo,dLoc,QLL,AB) 
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 end if 
      if (angle.gt.80.or.angle.lt.-80) goto 20 
 end if 
 if (shang(n).ge.190..and.shang(n).le.359.) then  
 if (z1.lt.360..and.z2.ge.360.) then 
    z1=z1 
    z2=z2-360           
 if(direct.ge.z1.or.direct.le.z2) then 
 angle= direct-z0  
 CALL HSTS(DEPTH,FETCH,angle,Wind,tdx,RT,RL,g,Hmo,Tmo,dLoc,QLL,AB)     
      end if 
 if(direct.lt.z1.and.direct.gt.z2) goto 20 
 end if 
 if (z1.ge.360..and.z2.ge.360.) then 
     z1=z1-360 
     z2=z2-360.  
 if(direct.ge.z1.and.direct.le.z2) then 
 angle= direct-z0 
      CALL HSTS(DEPTH,FETCH,angle,Wind,tdx,RT,RL,g,Hmo,Tmo,dLoc,QLL,AB) 
 end if        
 if(direct.lt.z1.or.direct.gt.z2) goto 20 
      end if 








   20 continue 
c---------------------------------------- 
c probH(:)=0.0 
c do j = 1,36 
c do i = 1,7 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.) probH(1) = probH(1) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.1) probH(2) = probH(2) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.2) probH(3) = probH(3) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.3) probH(4) = probH(4) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.4) probH(5) = probH(5) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.5) probH(6) = probH(6) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.6) probH(7) = probH(7) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.7) probH(8) = probH(8) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.8) probH(9) = probH(9) + fw(i,j) 
c if (Hm(i,j).GE.0.9) probH(10) = probH(10) + fw(i,j) 





c hdummy = 0. 
c do i = 1,11 
c write(10000,*) hdummy, probH(i) 
c hdummy = hdummy+0.1 
c enddo 
c hdummy = 0. 
c do j=1,36 
c do i = 1,7 
c hdummy = hdummy+Qls(i,j) 
c enddo 
c enddo 
c write(10001,*) k, hdummy 
c write(12,222)(wdir(j), j=1,36) 




      write(12,*)'Point',Point(k) 
 write(12,*)'Significant Wave Height Units of meters' 
 write(12,222)(wdir(j), j=1,36)  
  222 Format(6x, 36F6.0) 
  223 Format(1x,37F6.2) 
  224 Format(1x,37F6.0) 
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  228 Format(1x,1f6.2,36F6.3) 
 do i=1,7 
 write(12,223)Vw(i),(Hm(i,j), j=1,36) 
   enddo 
      write(13,*)'Point',Point(k) 
 write(13,*)'Significant Periods Units of seconds' 
 write(13,222)(wdir(j), j=1,36)  
    do i=1,7 
 write(13,223)Vw(i),(Tm(i,j), j=1,36) 
 enddo 
      write(14,*)'Point',Point(k) 
 write(14,*)'Units of Qls are m3/year' 
 write(14,222)(wdir(j), j=1,36)  
    do i=1,7 
 write(14,224)Vw(i),(QLS(i,j)*0.25, j=1,36) 
 enddo 
c     Writing the output to a tecplot file      
      write(15,*) 'Zone T="P Pt=',int(k),'", i=7,j=36,k=1 F=Point' 
 write(99,*) 'Zone T="Point=',int(k),'", i=7,j=36,k=1 F=Point' 
 do j=1,36 
      do i=1,7 
 Write(99,*) wdir(j),Vw(i),Hm(i,j),Tm(i,j),QLS(i,j)!,fw(i,j)       




 End do 
 Enddo   




 subroutine HSTS(D,F,a1,Uo,td,RT,RL,g,HS,TS,dsh,Qls,AF) 
      DIMENSION P(50),HQS(10) 
 real L,LO,KR,KD,KS,KDM,KEUL,KIM,LA,MIM,MDM,MC,NG,KKR, 
 1KKS,L1  
 integer OPT 
      PI = 3.14159 
      EN = 2.718281828 
 rho=1005. 
      DZ = D 
   61    IF (G < 30)  UZ = UO /0.44715 
   62    IF (G > 30)  UZ = UO * 3600. / 5280. 
   63    IF (G < 30)  DZ = D * 3.28 
   64    IF (G < 30)  FZ = F * 5. / 8000. 
   65    IF (G > 30)  FZ = F / 5280. 
   66    ZSET = UZ**2 * FZ / (1400. * DZ) 
       ZZm= ZSET / 3.28 
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   70    td1 = td  
         td = td * 3600. 
     FO = F 
       EN = 2.718281828 
 130   U = Uo * RT * RL 
 140    IF (G .gt.30) UA = .589 * (U * 3600 / 5280) ** 1.23 
      UA = UA * 5280. / 3600. 
        IF (G < 30) UA = .71 * (U)**1.23 
      RF = 1 
 152   F = F * RF 
       FD = G * D / UA / UA 
       FF = G * F / UA / UA 
  FTD = G * td / UA 
  170 A11 = .00565 * FF ** .5 
      A12 = .53 * FD ** .75 
 B11 = .0379 * FF ** .3333 
 B12 = .833 * FD ** (3 / 8) 
  180 A13 = FNHTN(A12) 
      A14 = FNHTN(A11 / A13) 
 A15 = .283 * A13 * A14 
  190 B13 = FNHTN(B12) 
      B14 = FNHTN(B11 / B13) 
 B15 = 7.54 * B13 * B14 
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  200 HS = A15 * UA * UA / G 
      TS = B15 * UA / G 
  T = TS 
      TM = (FTD / 537.)**(3./7.) * (UA / G) 
      RF = .98 
 IF (TS.gt.TM) GOTO 152 
  215 IF (F < FO) THEN  
 endif 
  216 IF (F.eq.FO) THEN  
 endif 
  230  T = TS 
      THT = 2 * PI * D 
 GT = G * T * T / 2. / PI 
  260 L = GT 
      LA = L 
      do 400 I = 1, 20 
      THA = THT / LA 
      IF (THA > (2 * PI))THA = 2. * PI 
      TH2 = 2 * THT / LA 
      IF (TH2 > 4. * PI) TH2 = 4. * PI 
      E3 = exp (TH2) 
      E4 = exp (-TH2) 
      E2 = exp (-THA) 
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       HTAN = FNHTN(THA) 
       L = GT * HTAN 
       LA = .5 * (L + LA) 
       HSN = .5 * (E3 - E4) 
       NG = .5 * (1. + TH2 / HSN) 
       HB1 = .14 * GT * HTAN 
       HB2 = .78 * D 
      IF (HB2 >= HB1) HB = HB1 
      IF (HB2 < HB1)HB = HB2 
  400 continue 
      L1 = L 
  410 CO = GT / T 
      LO = GT 
      KS = (1 / HTAN / (1 + TH2 / HSN)) ** .5 
      IF (HS > HB) HS = HB 
  416 Ho = HS / KS 
  419 C1 = L1 / T 
      H = Ho * KS 
 HBO = HB 
 d=dsh 
  642 THT = 2. * PI * D 
      GT = G * T * T / 2./ PI 
  751 A1 = A1 * PI / 180. 
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      S1 = SIN(A1) 
  SO = CO / C1 * S1 
 if(abs(So).ge.1.) So = 0.99 
  752 AOR = ATaN(SO / (1 - SO ** 2) ** .5) 
      AO = AOR * 180. / PI 
  754 KR = (COS(AOR) / COS(A1))**0.5 
      Ho = Ho / KR 
  760 L = GT 
      LA = L1 
      do 900 I = 1,20 
      THA = THT / LA 
      IF (THA > (2. * PI)) THA = (2. * PI) 
  790 TH2 = 2. * THT / LA 
      IF (TH2 > 4. * PI) TH2 = 4. * PI 
  800 E1 = exp (THA) 
  810 E3 = exp (TH2) 
  820 E4 = exp (-TH2) 
  830 E2 = exp (-THA) 
  840 HTAN = FNHTN(THA) 
  850 L = GT * HTAN 
      LA = .5 * (L + LA) 
  860 HSN = .5 * (E3 - E4) 
      NG = .5 * (1. + TH2 / HSN) 
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  870 HB1 = .14 * GT * HTAN 
      HB2 = .78 * D 
      IF (HB2 >= HB1) HB = HB1 
      IF (HB2 < HB1)  HB = HB2 
  900 continue 
  910 CO = GT / T 
      LO = GT 
      KKS = (1. / HTAN / (1. + TH2 / HSN)) ** .5 
  920 C = L / T 
      H = Ho * KKS 
      SS = (C / CO * SO) 
  930 AF = ATaN(SS / (1 - SS**2)**0.5) 
      AF1 = AF * 180 / PI 
  950 KKR = (COS(AOR) / COS(AF)) ** .5 
      H = H * KKR 
 1300 HRMS = HS / 2 ** .5 
      H10 = 1.27 * HS 
  H1 = 1.67 * HS 
 1303 IF (HRMS > HBO)HRMS = HBO 
 1304 IF (H > HBO) H = HBO 
 1305 IF (H10 > HBO) H10 = HBO 








 1330 HNS = H / 2 ** .5 
      H10L = 1.27 * H 
  H1L = 1.67 * H 
 1333 IF (HNS > HB) HNS = HB 
 1334 IF (H > HB) H = HB 
 1335 IF (H10L > HB) H10L = HB 
 1336 IF (H1L > HB) H1L = HB 
      HNSO = Ho / 2 ** .5 
 1341  continue 
 opt=3 
 do k=1,4 
 HI=HQS(k) 
 HJ=HQS(k+1) 
 1351 P(k) = (FNPR(HI,hnso) - FNPR(HJ,hnso)) * 100 
 enddo 
      OPEN(unit=10, file='RESULTS.out', status='unknown') 
 1363 QLS = 0 
      QLS1 = 0 




 1364  do 1374 k = 1, 4 
 1366 PLS=.05*rho*g**1.5* (Ho ** 2.5)*(COS(AOR))**.25*SIN(2.* AOR) 
 alfb=20.7*slpm*sqrt(g*Ho)*(COS(AOR))**.25*SIN(2.* AOR) 
 1372  QLS = 1290.* PLS * P(k) * .01 + QLS 
 1374  continue 
 2000 CONTINUE 
   return 
   end 
 real function  FNPR(x,hnso) 
 FNPR = (exp(-((X / HNSO) ** 2))) 
 end function 
 real function  FNHTN(x) 
      FNHTN = (exp(X) - exp(-X)) / (exp(X) + exp(-X)) 
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